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gmeister: Ethnic names fed downstate 'disaster' 
mocrats across the 
still licking their 
ter the March 11 
top party members 
g several factors 
from uneducated 
oter apathy for the 
of hand-picked 
candidates in 
other downstate 
. 
rimary, Stevenson's 
lieutenant governor 
rv of stMP wf>rP 
both defeated by right-wing• the Democratic primary 
extremist followers of Lyndon "disaster"-specifically, the 
LaRouche. poor showing in Coles and 
George Sangmeister, D- other downstate counties. 
Mokena, was beaten by Mark Sangmeister said name 
Fairchild for the lieutenant r e c o g n i t i o n ,  e s p e c i a l l y  
governor spot o n  the downstate, was a major factor 
Democratic ticket and Aurelia in the defeat. 
Pucinski, D-Chicago, was "Sangmeister and Pucinski 
overcome by Janice Hart for are very ethnic sounding 
the secretary of state bid. names," he said. "People in 
Sangmeister, who lost by a counties like Coles didn't 
54 to 45 percent margin in know the names and un­
Coles county, said .Tuesday in fortunately voted for _the two 
a telephone interview there very white Anglo-Saxgn 
"'"'r"' �"'""'r"l f<>rtnrc: thi:it lf>ci to sonndine: names. 
"That's what happens when 
you don't educate the voters," 
Sangmeister said. "In counties 
where (Democratic) com­
mitteeman sent out sample 
ballots we faired very well." 
State Rep. Mike Weaver, R­
M a t  t o o  n ,  r e f u t e d  
Sangmeister's ideas about 
name recognition and passed 
the blame for a poor down­
state showing to the 
Democratic party, particularly 
Chicago Democrats. 
"The Democrats I talked to · 
(See SANGMEISTER. oae:e SA) Georae Sanameister 
The Daily 
stern News 
frkt.y, April f l, t 986 
. · . •  will be .sunny and windy with af· 
temoon highs m the �id 60s and northwesterly winds al 8 to :15 mph . 
.f'riday night WI! be f<* in upper 30s or tower40s. minois Universitv f Olarleston, •· 61920 I V<:A. 71. No. 140 I Two Sections 24 � 
g fix-ups 
Chi members Andy Berkeley, right, and Joe Schmitt, right, do 
ting on the foundations of their house Thursday. 
ds sing no-nuke chant 
AP mixes music, politics in 'Peacefest' 
empt to raise student 
bout the possibility of a 
, Eastern Illinois Students 
:about Peace, will mix music 
Sunday on the Library 
est scheduled from noon 
y on the ·library quad, 
bands and speeches by 
instructors. 
s playing include: "St. 
" "The Colored Boys," 
and the Sex Probes," 
·onal Bones" and "The 
Dave Hippler, 
picks in 
y's campus 
refer to The 
tern News 
I e n-
EISCAP propaganda director said. 
Also featured will be three bands 
from Normal: "100 East," "Earl's 
Breakdown," and "Monster Zero," he 
said. 
Scheduled speakers include Eastern 
philosophy instructor Bob Barford, 
geology instuctor Allen Baharlou, 
political science instructor John Foust 
and physics instructor P. Scott Smith, 
Hippler said. 
Hippler said "Peacefest" is a good 
way to raise student awareness aboui 
the possibility of nuclear war. 
"Everyone at the (EISCAP) 
meetings thought a peacefest was a 
(See BAND, page SA) 
Sun fun 
Suntans-and, yes, 
sunburns-are all part 
of summer fun, and 
you'll find it all in the 
Verge. 
See second section 
. 
. 
U of I police arrest 5� 
in apartheid protest 
Board of trustees, students clash 
URBANA (AP)-Campus police 
arrested 5S anti-apartheid demon­
strators Thursday after they disrupted 
a meeting of the University of Illinois 
Board of Trustees, many shouting: 
"We will not rest 'ti! the U of I 
divests." 
Twenty protesters in the meeting 
room demanded that the trustees vote 
to end investment in companies that do 
business in racially-troubled South 
Africa, while about 100 others in the 
hallway clapped and chanted slogans. 
Campus police escorted the arrested 
demonstrators from the Illini Union 
except for one woman who refused to 
budge and was carried out. University 
Police Chief Paul Dollins said 5S were 
arrested during the two-hour 
demonstration, and likely would be 
charged with interfering with a public 
institution of higher education a:nd 
with trespassing. 
The university also gave the Divest 
Now Coalition, a group opposing 
apartheid, until noon Saturday to 
remove a small shanty town erected 
near the Illini Union as a symbol of 
racial oppression in South Africa. 
Many of the demonstrators attended 
a Wednesday evening rally in the in the 
heart of campus, then spent the night 
in the Illini Union waiting for the 
trustees to arrive for their April 
meeting. 
The protest began when several of 
the 17 demonstrators allowed in the 
meeting room stood up and interrupted 
UI officials to make their demand for 
divestment. 
Acting board president William 
Forsyth recessed the meeting, ·and 
police arrested the 17 when they 
refused orders to clear the room and 
chanted "Divest now" and "Free 
South Africa." 
When the meeting resumed, Forsyth 
'' 
They (the U of I Board of 
Trustees) put money over 
people •.. profits over justice. 
They're on the side of 
apartheid. 
-Bob Cottingham 
U of I senior and 
apartheid protestor 
�������-'' 
invited three more protestors to ad­
dress the board. 
Senior Joe Moag said the board 
should vote to sell its stock in com­
panies that do business in South Africa 
by May l 9S7 if that nation does not 
·end apartheid, adding: "You're 
certainly keeping people in poverty." 
When the board took no action on 
divestment, the three protestors began 
chanting and police arrested them. 
Police then cleared most of the 
shouting demonstrators from the · 
hallway, but arrested about three 
dozen who sat on the floor and initially 
refused to leave. 
The board completed its meeting. 
During the Wednesday night rally, 
;peakers predicted the trustees again 
would reject divestment. 
''T h e y  p u t  m o n e y  o v e r  
people ... profits over justice," said Bob 
Cotter, a senior from the Chicago 
cainpus. "They're on the side of 
apartheid.'' 
"Some of those companies are 
helping the South African minority by 
providing jobs," said Forsyth. "I· 
think everybody on the b .Jard abhors 
apartheid. But, we don't think total 
divestiture is the answer." 
Greeks 
For inside on all of 
the events during 
Greek Week, turn to 
The Daily Eastern 
"Jews Greek Week 
Guide. 
Coming Monday 
Friday, April 1 1, 1 986 
l\ssociateQ Press 
State/Nation/World 
Navy sends second carrier to s 
. AIDS victims denied insll.lrance 
CHICAGO-People exposed to the AIDS virus will find 
it increasingly difficult to obtain individual life, health and 
disability insurance as the nation's major carriers try to 
avoid covering those at high risk of the deadly disease, 
according to an American Medical Association newspaper 
report . 
AIDS testing programs are under way or being considered 
by such industry giants as Prudential Insurance Co., New 
York Life Insurance Co.,  Aetna Life and Casualty and 
Mutual of Omaha, according to the report in the April 1 1  
issue of the weekly America Medical News. 
Some companies are rejecting applicants who test positive 
for antibodies to the AIDS virus, the repoi:t said.  
The National Gay Rights Advocates, a San Francisco­
based law firm that provides free legal aid to homosexuals, 
WASHINGTON (AP)-The Navy dispatched 
· a second aircraft carrier to sea in the 
Mediterranean Thursday, but sources said . the 
Pentagon had yet to order a military strike 
against Libya in retaliation for recent terrorist 
attacks.  
Should such orders be issued, however, the 
Navy is in position to form a two-carrier battle 
group that would include 16 combat ships and 
more than 1 60 airplanes, the sources said . It 
would take two days to move such a battle group 
to the· Libyan coast, said the sources who 
discussed the situation only on the ground they 
not be identified publicly . 
The pentagon officially declined comment on 
the position of the Navy ships.  But officials who 
requested anonymity said the carrier Coral 
Sea-its orders to return home canceled-had 
departed port in Malaga, Spain, early iil the day 
Thursday. 
The Coral Sea is steaming eastward 
central Mediterranean, but is still far 
of Libya, the sources said . 
The Coral Sea had been scheduled 
Malaga for the Atlantic Ocean and ho 
completed a standard 6-i;nonth deplo 
began Oct. 2. But the Pentagon 
Wednesday night that those orders 
scuttled for "an indefinate period ."  
Military commanders say they m 
least two carriers in he Mediterranean 
any military operation against Libya, 
said . 
By getting under way, the Coral Sea 
carrier America in operating 
Mediterranean . The America ended a 
at Livorno, I taly, on Wednesday. 
says the tests are unfair . 
· 
i 
Approval given on noise levels Farmers refuse land rental offe 
CHICAGO-The Illinois PollutiOn Control Board· gave 
tentative approval Thursday to the first statewide airport 
noise level standards, and said they were not intended to 
curtail flights at O'Hare International Airport; one of the 
world's busiest. 
The board voted 5-1, with one abstention, to approve 
standards. that would reduce noise in residential areas 
around 14 Illinois airports in three stages, beginning in 1988 
and concluding in 1994. 
"Over time (this) will accomplish a dramatic reduction in 
noise levels at. public airports," said board member J oho 
Marlin.  · 
Short supply of hearts expected 
CHICAGO-Hearts for transplants will always be -in 
short supply, keeping the procedure relatively rare and 
preventing many hospitals from gaining the experience 
necessary to perform them well, a researcher says. 
CHAMPAIGN (AP)-Illinois farmers have 
overwhelmingly rejected an opportunity to rent 
their most erosion-prone land to the federal 
government, but officials hope many will change 
their minds. 
"The interest is there," said state con­
servationist John Eckes. "We'll have more sign 
up." 
The initial sign-up period is over, but bids will 
be accepted again in May. The program is aimed 
at reducing the amount of topsoil that is washed 
or blown from fields and into lakes and rivers 
and roadside ditches .. 
The U . S .  Department of Agriculture so far has 
accepted the offers of 541 farmers to take 2 1 , 5 1 9  
acres out of crop production for IO years . 
That 's  about IO percent of the Illinois far­
mland the government had hoped to idle in its 
conservation reserve program, said Bill Beeler, 
state director of the Agricultural 
and Conservation Service. 
His office received bids from 2, 
state's approximately 90,000 farmefli 
plant trees or cover crops on 136, 
exchange for specified rent payments. 
"People obviously submitted ( 
higher than USDA was willing to 
Beeler. "We fell way short of what 
have in the program. "  
The government set a maximum 
$60 an acre in southern Illinois , s 
Illinois and $80 in northern l llinois. 
Beeler said a total of $I . 3 million 
annually to Illinois farmers whose 
been accepted so far, and the gove 
pay up to half the cost of planting 
on the fragile land . As many as 1 5 ,000 Americans could benefit each year 
from heart transplants, but only 400 to 1 ,000 donor hearts 
will be available annually for the forseeable future, said a 
study in Friday's Journal of the American Medical 
Association . 
Panel wants changes for teac 
"There really is a limit to how much heart transplan.tation 
is ever going to go on, ' '  said lead reseacher Roger W.  Evans, 
a medical sociologist with Battelle Human Affairs Research 
Centers in Seattle. 
Officers receive new shoe style 
NEW YORK-For the well-heeled New York cop, the 
times that try men's  soles may be over.  Officer' s  have been 
told they can replace their traditional heavy shoes with the 
comfortable footwear favored by basketball referees . ' 
" I  think we're taking a step in the right direction, "  said 
Lt. Arthur Jacobs, a spokesman for the Police Depart­
ment' s  uniform committee . · 
Interim Order 25 , handed down this week, permits police 
officers to wear lighter, plastic-soled shoes with softer 
leather . The uppers must still be of black leather. 
The Daily 
Eastern News 
WASHINGTON (AP)-A private blue-ribbon 
panel including the heads of the two major 
teacher u nions will call for drastic changes in the 
educat io n , cer t i ficat ion  and pay of  
schoolteachers . 
A draft of the final report of the Cargenie 
Forum on Education and the Economy calls for 
abolishing the bachelor's degree in education and 
conducting all professional teacher education at 
the graduate level . 
It also endorses creation of a National Board 
of Professional Teaching Standards to grant 
t.eaching certificates to those who pass stiff tests, 
regardless of whether they had taken any 
education courses . 
Teachers would still have to obtain licenses 
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Teachers ' pay should be based on 
responsibility , competence, se 
productivity, not by how many gra 
they pile up after becoming a teache 
" Compensation should be bas 
competence, not time in the seat." 
The Associated Press obtained a 
the 74-page report , "Shaping 
Teachers in America. "  
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A puts pass/fail option proposal on hold 
ncil on Academic Affairs 
Thursday a pass/fail option 
which the Student Senate 
the previous day, that 
provision for allowing As to 
in a student's grade point 
Brunsvold , student CAA 
is proposing the new 
tion . The CAA tabled the 
allow time for discussion on 
A vote on the proposal was 
or April 29. 
proposal would also give 
dit for D's, but tliat· grade, 
would not be figured into a 
PA. 
stem's current credit/no 
'on, students receive credit 
B or C. No credit is earned 
F grade. A student's  GPA is 
by grades from any course 
er the credit/no credit op-
Id said the current system is 
' to students wishing to take 
tside their major because it 
've credit if students earn a 
credit ' is given for a D in 
courses taken for a letter grade. 
The current option was first passed 
to encourage students to take courses . 
outside of their major fields of study. 
A student can not enroll in a course 
under either of the options if that 
course is a university requirement or 
required in their major.  
CAA member Robert Saltmarsh said 
the idea behind the policy is to provide 
a place for learning outside "academic 
traditions" such as " tests , professors, 
and other various forms of in­
timidation . "  
Brunsvold said i t  would provi<;le 
" risk free learning. "  
Student CAA member Suzanne 
Murrie said the pass/fail system is 
effective. 
"Students deserve credit if they can 
earn a D," Murrie said. " I f  they get an 
F, it should affect their grade. A D 
isn 't  that hard to get . "  -
Council members debated which 
system students prefer. 
"Which is worse," said CAA 
member Kandy Baumgardner. "A lack 
in hours or a decrease in GPA? " 
In fall 1984, 468 students signed up 
for courses under pass/ail, said James 
· Martin, registrar. - In fall  1985, 253 
students signed up for courses under 
ires explains a project Thursday to members of her science for 
education class. 
credit/no credit . 
However, . Martin said he supports 
the current system because many other 
universities would not give transfer 
credit in courses taken under the 
pass/fail system because it made no 
distinction between a D and an A, B or 
c. 
CAA member Alan Aulabaugh 
asked why the university should 
"shape our policies to fit other in­
stitutions? Students should just 
consider that a flaw in the other in­
stitution.'' 
In other business, the CAA 
unanimously passed a proposal, ef­
fective next semester, that requires new 
economics majors to have at least a 2 .0  
cumulative GP A before being admitted 
to the department. 
In  fall of 1 987 ,  that requirement will 
increase to 2 .25 . 
The original proposal called for 
starting the 2 .25 cumulative GPA 
requirement this fall, but Calvin 
Campbell of the Academic Advisement 
Center and Martin both said imposing 
a 2 .25 GPA requirement without a 
year's notice would be unfair to 
transfer stu.dents . 
Because the policy is not in the 
current catalog, it is unlikely that 
transfer students would know about 
the requirement. Edgar Shick, vice 
president of academic affairs ,  
suggested the two-stage plan in  order 
to give transfer students fair warning. 
Since transfer students already need 
a 2 .0 to be accepted at Eastern, they 
will not be affected by the economics 
. entry requirement, Baumgardner said. 
A second part of the proposal 
requires a C or higher in economics 
399 1 ,  3992, 4802 and management 
3 8 1 0. Any economics major who 
receives a D or F in one of those 
courses must retake the class . This 
requirement will also go into effect 
next semester. 
"I don 't  think C is too high a 
requirement," said economics . in­
structor Harold Nordin . 
The proposal will create a committee 
to review exceptional cases for students 
who receive a D. after retaking one of 
the specified courses, Ahmad Murad, 
economics department chairman, said." 
One exceptional case would be·: a 
student who has straight A's  but 
cannot get a C in one of the specified 
classes, Murad said . 
Current economics majors will not 
be affected by either requirement, 
Murad said . 
BOG passes program 
for staff Counseling 
By SUE LEONE . 
Staff writer 
.Counseling for faculty and staff 
members -with personal problems will 
be available in July under an employee 
assis tance program passed by the 
Board of Governors at· its April 3 
meeting.  
Employee assistance programs 
provide individual and group coun­
seling for work-related problems that 
occur from of emotional, physical, 
legal, financial, family, marital and 
· alcohol or drug abuse . They also in­
clude day-care and job-finding services 
for spouses.  
The Association for Progressive 
Social Services was awarded the 
$63 ,500 contract for the five Board of 
Governors universities . 
APSS President Fred Vojsek said the 
program is still in the planning stages . 
Faculty and staff with personal or, 
social problems will be able to set up 
appointments 'with the company to get 
referrals for counseling. 
Although the program will  not 
, provide long-term treatment, the 
counseling will provide help to many, 
Vojsek said . 
The program will cost less than 
hiring and training replacements for 
any staff member who quits or is fired 
because of continuing problems, 
Vojsek said . 
The cost of the program will be 
$63 ,500 for the first year, divided 
between the BOG schools on a pro­
rated basis, with smaller schools 
paying less . 
quits REJECT, cites t i me as reason AIDS victim 
back in school 
a co-organizer of 
the committee that is  
a petition which calls for 
f Charleston Mayor Murry 
ned Thursday. 
ignation from REJECT 
for Ejecting Choate) is 
of a conflict between he 
t, the committee's other 
t student senate meeting, 
between the two became 
Best called the senate 
had promised that the two 
y the senate was gutless, 
tors failed to override a 
to that kept the senate 
g the REJECT petition. 
however, the disagreement 
and Best played only a 
in his decision to resign. 
personal reasons , both in 
ursday and in a letter to 
tern News, as the main 
his resignation. 
nate the time necessary to 
movement. I wish John 
luck on it," East said. 
East said that, prior to informing 
Best of his resignation, the two had not 
spoken since the incident at the student 
senate meeting. 
Although the senate originally voted 
to endorse the REJECT petition, there 
was not enough support for it to 
override Student Boqy President Floyd 
Akins veto . Best called the senate 
gutless after the second vote. 
" I  have no idea why he chose the 
very word I said we wouldn't use. He 
went behind my back, "  East said 
Thursday. 
East said he still stood behind his 
belief that the senate was not a gutless 
organization. · 
" I  think you can disagree with them 
and still respect them. I disagree with 
Floyd Akins and Mike Madigan (a 
student senator who voted against the 
endorsment), but I respect them. 
"John didn;t differentiate . He called 
the whole senate gutless . The vote was 
14 to 13. 14 were for us. 
"I think John displayed a lack of 
respect and decorum," East said. 
East said even though he has 
resigned from REJECT, he still 
believes Choate should resign.  
"My position on the mayor hasn't 
changed a bit. It has nothing to do with 
him bettering h imself. He hasn't . I still 
think he's as terrible as .he's always 
been," East said . 
Best said he u_nderstood about East's 
resignation. 
" It didn't come as a great surprise. 
We've both been under a lot of strain 
and pressure. I t's an awful lot of work . 
"Jim and I are still friends , "  Best 
said . 
Best said East's resignation will in no 
way hinder the job REJECT has set 
out to do. 
"REJECT will finish out what it 
. started to do, "  Best said. 
Once all the petitions asking for 
Choate's resignation are collected and 
turned in, Best said REJECT plans to 
deliver them personally to Choate's 
office. 
"The main part (the petitions) is 
almost over. I'll be glad when it's all 
over. It gobbles up your time," Best 
said. 
KOKOMO , Ind.  (AP)-Teenage 
AIDS victim Ryan White returned to 
· school Thursday after a judge threw 
out a temporary order barring his . 
attendance , and some parents  
promptly took their children out of  
class in protest . 
The ruling by Clinton Circuit Judge 
Jack R. O'Neill was the latest move in 
the legal battle that has kept the 1 4-
year-old Kokomo youO out of classes 
all but one day of this scnool year. 
Ryan, who contracted acquired 
immune deficiency syndrome through 
blood treatments for hemophilia, has 
been barred from classes since last 
summer. 
Parents of Ryan's classmates at' the 
Western Middle School had obtained 
the temporary injunction on Feb. 21, 
the one day Ryan attended classes after 
a local health officer said he posed no 
threat to his classmates . 
On Thursday, Ryan was whisked 
away from the court hearing and taken 
to school. 
) ' . ' 
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Opinion 
Editorials represent 
the majority opinion . 
of the editorial board 
The Dally Eastern News 
Friday, April 11, 1986 
Getting rid of 
apathy the real 
election issue 
Eastern should be pleased by the fact that 
the four student government executive 
spots are being contested, showing that 
students are interested in their government. 
But the interest needs to go further than 
that. · 
Student government needs to be a vocal 
Editorial representative of the student body. It can't 
p;,1_ ·- • ••• ·c -. < be hesitant about how 
to speak for the rest of the campus. After 
alf. 'the sfu'cien'ts� are the ones that choose 
their government and, in turn, the govern­
ment needs to be bold enough to represent 
them, without fear. 
The student government needs to go 
beyond committees and resolutions to 
action. 
The issue of divestment on Eastern's 
campus can't be left to die. Government 
needs to look beyond Eastern's campus to 
national issues and instil l concern in an 
otherwise unaware student community. 
Student government needs to be better 
represented on the Board of Governors. 
The issue of the five student represen­
tatives sharing a vote has already come up, 
and it needs to be pursued until that vote is 
secured. 
Student government needs to be our 
voice for protesting academic problems, 
including tuition hikes and credit/no-credit. 
Students can't do it alone and that's what 
we have elected our officials to 
do-represent us. 
Student government is doing an important 
job. Although it is composed of students, 
those students need be treated like the 
government officials that they are. Student 
officials shouldn't be patronized by the city, 
the administration or worst of all, fellow 
students. 
First, however, students need to act like 
the responsible officials we have elected 
them to be. We've seen the Silly Party come 
and go, and we know it doesn't work. 
Students are looking for people like 
themselves who know who they are and 
what they want from their government. 
Student officials can't represent the 
students if the students don't prove to the 
community that they are not the apathetic 
victims of past-failed governments. 
Mclean for student body presiden 
In a tough declsion between two of the more " 
qualified candidates in recent years, The Daily 
Eastern News editorial board supports junior Dan 
Mclean for student body president. 
Mclean and his opponent, junior Mike Madigan, 
are nearly identical in terms of their student 
government experience. 
Mclean, who has spent two semesters on Student 
Senate, is currently a member of the Legislative 
Leadership committee and is chairman of the Student 
Legislative committee. 
Madigan, also a senator, has spent one semester 
on the Student Legislative and Academic Affairs 
committees, and is currently speaker of the house 
for the Model Illinois Government Simul.ation. 
With two such experienced candidates,· Eastern 
voters can hardly go wrong on election day. 
However, McLean's unique approach· to student 
government gives him the edge over his opponent. 
While Madigan's 22-point platform is well thought 
out, it is also a very familiar method of campaigning 
during student elections. His goals regarding 
parking, student fees and a shuttle service to the 
square are certainly not unreasonable, but neither 
are they innovative enough to breathe life into 
student government. 
With his general goals of making s 
ment more "laid back" and being 
student activism, Mclean realizes that 
public relations problems can only be Although Mclean agrees with many of Madigan's 
proposals, he is approaching the job of student body 
president with a philosophy rather than a list . 
a friendlier, more receptive way of do' 
not through more of the same old prom· 
Papa for executive vice president 
When looking for the best person 
for a job, experience is always a 
major factor that is d ifficult to 
overlook. This is certainly... the 
case in the editorial board's 
decision to unanimously endorse 
Terese Papa for executive vice 
president. 
Papa has been a senator for 
three semesters and has served · 
as a chairman on two student 
government committees. She is 
also a member of the University 
Board and has previously served 
on the Radio-TV Board. 
After conducting The Daily 
Eastern News endorsement in­
terviews, the board feels that 
Innovative ideas and past ex­
perience on the Apportionment 
Board make Christy. Wolfe the 
best candidate for financial vice 
president. 
Wolfe, a UNITY candidate, has 
sat on AB for two years and during 
this time has gained an un­
derstanding of its innerworkings. 
Her opponent, Sharon Datlovsky, 
has had only limited exposure to 
AB proceedings. 
In addition to the experience, 
Wolfe has new ideas which the 
editorial board believes make her 
the stronger candidate. 
· Heavy orientation for AB 
members, most of whom will be 
new next year, is one of Wolfe's 
The editorial board was also 
impressed with the publicity 
Ashack has brought to the BOG 
representative position. While 
fighting a recent tuition increase, 
he has been a vocal spokesman 
for students by appearing on local 
media and by addressing every 
BOG permanent member on an 
individual basis. 
Ashack's opponent, UNITY's 
Darren DeVriese, has served 
admirably on the CAA as student 
representative. 
While DeVriese has done well at · 
Eastern, Ashack's background is 
irrefutable. By virtue of his first 
year accomplishments, incumbent. 
Ashack deserves a second year. 
Papa's opponent, Lisa Mariani, is 
enthusiastic and an asset to 
student government. However, 
her relative inexperience would be 
a drawback in this · vice 
presidential position. / 
The executive vice president 
oversees collective bargaining 
and grade appeals, and also sits 
as ex officio member on all 
student-faculty boards. 
Papa's experience as a member 
of. several boards, combined with 
her administrative · background 
from having twice been a com­
mittee chairman, make her the 
most qualified candid�te. 
ideas. She said AB members need 
more information before they can 
do a qualified job. An orientation 
including a history of AB, detai l ing 
its function and discussing the by­
laws would do just that. , 
Wolfe also has an idea for a 
worksheet that would make the 
job of AB easier. The worksheet 
would include a column for the 
dollar amount of the current 
budget, . the requested amount 
and the justification for the in­
crease or decrease. 
Wolfe's fresh and new ideas 
plus her experience on the board 
make the editorial board of the 
Daily Eastern News believes she 
is the better candidate. 
Experience and familiarity with 
Board of Governors procedures 
and its members make Mike 
Ashack the best candidate for 
BOG representative .. 
Ashack, who is currently 
Eastern's BOG representative, 
has been in the position for one 
year. 
Ashack was chosen by the 
editorial board largely because of 
his familiarity with the board and 
the steps he has taken to get a 
student vote on the BOG. He has 
been actively following the 
legislati� process that will be 
necessary to get the vote and 
says he will continue his efforts if 
re-elected. 
edit unfai r; 
anizer offers 
ignation 
pressing family matters, 
unable to respond to 
ed editorial last week 
REJECT, John Best 
alled editorial, besides 
e factually, was 
a National Enquirer 
was personally insulting 
d myself instead of 
of the organization 
uld have criticized if 
the need to criticize at 
the editors at The 
m News had heard 
were Enquirer scouts 
on looking for new 
at some of the points 
orial amazes me. I 
been criticized for 
I of making waves. 
e and your group 
pear in three 
and in television and 
by being afraid of 
es. We were the only 
we saw doing anything 
mayor. So, that point 
unfounded and 
xt point of saying that 
ed myself: How is not 
create additional 
to saying that 
s between the 
d the mayor are 
ly do not think 
be bettered with a 
Murray Choate; 
would not want 
sions to develop 
endorse not trying to 
ns. Who knows, 
prediction will be one 
es. I hope so. 
. The responsibility 
roots movement 
t lies with all of us. 
the only group 
ing. If the News 
suggestions on how 
campaign, it should 
instead of saying 
we were a failure after we 
cancelled our rally. It is very 
easy to stand back, do nothing, 
and then criticize. It is easy, but 
it is also cowardly. 
The fact that the Student 
Senate did not override Student 
Body President Floyd Akins' veto 
is not our fault so I do not un­
derstand why the News blamed 
us for that. 
Now that I feel like I have 
explained myself, I regretfully 
resign from REJECT. There are 
several reasons for this too 
personal to go into here.' I would 
also like to add that John Best's 
comments last week concerning 
Student Seate and Mike Madigan 
(Fri., Apr. 4 letter to the editor) 
were his own .and not reflective 
of my personal views. Apologies 
to all those concerned. 
Jim East 
REJECT co-organizer 
Duties need to be 
switched, says VP 
Editor: 
While you are busy collecting 
flyers and listening to campaign 
promises, I would like you to be 
aware of an important issue 
being voted on Wednesday. It is 
a constitution change dealing 
with the student representative 
for collective· bargaining. 
Although you may have no 
interest in this issue, it does 
directly affect you. The con­
stitution change states: "the 
position of administrative 
assistant to collective bargaining 
shall be deleted from the duties 
�f executive vice president and 
shall be executed by the Board 
of Governors representative.'' 
To clarify this, the executive 
vice president currently is 
responsible for keeping informed · 
of all collective bargaining 
proceedings that affect the 
students. The reason this 
change is being requested is 
.because the Board of Governors 
representative currently receives 
all of this information, due to his 
own responsibilities and con­
tacts. Therefore, I see no reason 
to continue wasting students' 
time and money by having two 
students do the same job. 
Please take a moment to 
express your opinion on this 
issue by voting Wednesday. 
Kim Swanson 
Executive vice president 
SPRING endorsed 
Editor: 
I am writing this letter in 
support of the SPRING party. 
The positions these candidates 
are seeking need to be filled by 
qualified people. 
Dan Mclean, student body 
president candidate, is serving 
his second semester as a 
senator and is chairman of the 
Legislative Committee and a 
member of Legislative Leader­
ship. 
Terese Papa, executive vice 
president candidate, has served 
a lifetime in various forms of 
student government and was 
chairman of the Housing 
Committee. She is chairman of 
the Student Awareness Com­
mittee, a member of Legislative 
Leadership and a member of 
University Board. She has also 
served on the Radio-TV Board. 
Sharon D13tlovski, a junior 
finance major from Ingleside, is a 
fine candidate for financial vice 
president. She is serving her 
second term as a senator and is 
chairman of the Auditing 
Committee. She is also a 
member of Legislative Leader­
ship. 
Mike Ashack is our current 
Board of Governors represen­
tative and is seeking re-election. 
I believe his experience this year 
will make him more effective next 
year. 
- Tracy Frederick and Darrin 
Bowen are also seeking re­
election to senate and have done 
a great job. 
It is blatantly obvious that 
Students Promoting Interest in 
Government is qualified with a 
capital "Q." So, vote SPRING on 
Wednesday. It will be more fun 
.than Wrestle-mania ·11. 
Terry Mueller 
Senator 
Opinion ,f 
Letters and columns 
represent the views 
of the authors 
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Person�I file: 
Di.ana Winson 
Traveler wary 
of .smokey's ethics 
Never trust a "smokey" from Georgia. 
For the most part, I'm one of those law-abiding 
citizens who doesn't mind the 55-mph speed 
limit-although I know fl.Jll well that you end up just as 
dead if you crash head-on at 55 as you do at 90. 
' But if there's anywhere that the speed limit·should 
be raised, it is on Georgia interstates. 
My run-in with Georgia law enforcement officials 
involved four friends-including V.H., the driver-and 
me, all returning to Charleston. Unfortunately, the 
interstate took us right through the heart of Georgia. 
"Where men are men, and sheep are nervous . . . " 
After seeing flashing blue lights, I expected Andy 
Taylor and Barney Fife to pull up beside us, issue a 
friendly warning and perhaps invite us over to Aunt 
Bea's for a glass of lemonade. 
But this was not Mayberry, and the policeman who 
pulled V.H. over bore a striking resemblance to a 
young Buford T. Justice-you know, the one who 
was always in hot pursuit of Burt Reynolds' "Bandit." 
In a flash, Buford was at the window, high-beam 
flashlight in hand. 
"Ah clocked ya'll runnin' se-ven-T-ate malls per 
hour!" he informed us. 
He seemed . astounded that people would ever 
violate the almighty speed limit. The man has ob­
viously never taken a vacation-or a road trip with my 
friend Julie. · . ' 
"You got four in-0-cent people ridin' thayre!" He 
flashed the light around, apparently off on some 
tangent. "Ah seen a girl just lak ya'll last week. She 
was runnin'ninety malls per hour and had a blowout. 
Went rat off into the ruh-veen." 
"She had four in-0-cent people with her," he said, 
lowering his voice to a conspiratorial whisper. "One 
of 'em got her ear cut off, one of 'em got her laig cut. 
off, one of 'em got her ahs poked out-and one of 
'em ended up day-id!" 
He paused for effect; it worked. Buford had a 
point, and we realized the wisdom in what he was 
telling us. 
He put his face closer to the window and flashed 
the light directly at V.H. 
''Unfortunately, the driver wuz not �;··�d. '' 
We all looked at each other in disbe11ef. Here was a 
law enforcement officer, whose main goal in life is 
supposed to be protecting lives, saying it was un­
fortunate that the driver of the car had not been 
killed! 
"What ah should've done," he said self­
righteously, after writing V.H:s ticket, "wuz throw 
ya'll in jail. Now just git on out of here, stay in the rat 
lane and keep it between 55 to 60." 
Buford drove next to us for a few hundred feet, 
bellowing, "Stay in the rat lane!" over his PA. · 
Then he bolted past us, doing at least 
80-probably heading off to bring · some more 
reckless lawbreakers to justice: 
-Diana Winson Is Verge editor for The Daily Eastern 
News. 
. , 
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'Journalism Day' - -
events extended ' 
throughout month 
B y  VICKY WOLSTENHOLME 
Staff writer 
What started out as a JournaJism Day has 
· been expanded to a month, said John Ryan, an 
Eastern · instructor and the university's coor­
. dinator of Journalism Month this year. 
" It has been a tradition to always have a 
j'ournalism speaker in April,'' Ryan. said. 
Ryan said the month is coordinated between 
the journalism department and th� University 
Board, which provides a list of guest speakers 
that are available . 
. Helen Thomas, United Press International 
White House bureau chief, who spoke here· 
April 2, was a main attraction .of Journalism 
Month this year, Ryan said . 
Ryan said a wide variety of activities and 
speakers are planned during the remainder of 
the month to promote student interest in 
j ournalism . 
·�we plan tenatively to have Rick Copley, a 
writer for the Consumer Guide Magazine in 
Chicago, to speak, "  Ryan said . 
Copley is a former Daily Eastern News editor 
· in chief and a 1 975 Eastern graduate who 
worked on three newspapers before switching 
to magazine writing. 
Friday, April t t , t 986 
Sangmeister stil l unsure o 
joinin g  independent ticket 
By CAM SIMPSON 
Staff writer 
Former Democratic lieutenant governor candidate 
George Sangmeister said Tuesday he was still unsure 
about whether he was going to run on an In­
dependant ticket with gubernatorial candidate Adlai 
Stevenson . 
"Adlai may want a new baby, "  Sangmeister said . 
"We just don't know for sure right now . "  
· Sangmeister, Stevenson's hand-picked running 
mate, was handed a shocking defeat in the 
democratic primary when right-wing extremist Mark 
Fairchild -garnished nearly 22,ooo more votes 
st�tewide. 
Stevenson,  who vowed never to run on the same 
ticket with Lyndon LaRouche followers Fairchild 
and Janice Hart (winner of the democatic bid for 
. secretary of state,)  is considering three major ways· to 
separate himself from the extremists , Sangmeister 
said . 
Sangmeister said the best way . to purge the can­
didates from the ticket was through legal channels . 
"Obviously these people aren't democrats and 
have no business on the Democratic ticket, "  he said . 
" But that wouldn't go well in a court . "  
The Democratic party is currently investigating the 
petitions submitted by the LaRouche followers that 
placed them on the ballot in the first place. 
" I f  we find something grossly wrong with their 
petitons (forgeries) we can purge them off the ticket 
.that way. That is the best option," he sai 
"We've got to separate ourselves fr 
Sangmeister said . 
However, to successfully do this Sa 
the other Democrats must first challe 
statutory law that allows only five day 
petitions after they are submitted . 
He said a major investigation of the 
currently underway. · 
The second option is to clear the wa 
dependant candidacy . 
Stevenson must challenge and 
overcome the December Illinois deadline 
an independant candidate . To do this he 
prove the law as being unconstutional. 
" It has been done in several other s 
(Stevenson) has a good chance of having 
aside in Illinois .'' Sangmeister said . 
To vote a " true" Democratic ticket, 
said voters will have to punch the ticket t 
opposed to the traditional one punch . 
"The major problem with an inde 
didacy is that we can't sell the party o 
punch,'' Sangmeister said . 
The third option, is for Stevenson to 
party candidacy . 
Sangmeister said all the democrati 
would have to be filed on a new ticke 
impossible for him to run again because 
the primary . 
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ve at Eastern for convent ion 
EDWARDS 
ge editor 
'sm students from throughout the state will 
pus Friday and Saturday to attend the 
ual Illinois Collegiate Press Association 
n that Eastern is hosting. 
gham , who has been a photographer for 
go Sun- Times for two years , will be the 
aker at the convention .  Ringham will 
t the experience of taking photographs in 
ty after last year's earthquakes there. 
ing pictures at the White Sox game for the 
on Thursday, Ringham said by phone 
exican City assignment was "the most 
trip I 've ever been on. " 
nding out at 1 1  p .m .  about the second and 
re earthquake to hit Mexico City in a 
days, Ringham was on a plane heading 
a. m .  with "$40 in my pocket and. my 
Express Card . "  
rrowing some money from several Sun­
rters that had been there since the first 
gham ended up having to pay $ 1 00 to a 
drove him around the city the entire day . 
said he later ended up in the Mexico City 
' ng to convince two gir ls  from Des Plaines , 
returning from a vacation in Acapulco , to 
first role of fi l m  to the newspaper when 
back in Ch icago . 
offered the gir ls  $50 to deliver the fi l m ,  
r e  suspicious. 
en up for 72 hours straigh t , "  Ringham 
s wired and I t h i n k  they thought that I was 
" 
, who spent a week i n  Mexico after the 
id one of the hardest  parts  of covering 
edy i s  coping w i t h  deat h .  "The smell of 
everywhere and I was constant ly  o n  the 
1 said that  one o f  the  maj or  d i fferences 
ork ing for a �allege newspaper a n d  a c i ty  
' '  
When working _ for a college 
newspaper you can do just about 
anything you want. There is much 
more pressure (at a city paper) . 
-Bob Ringham 
Photographer 
The Chicago Sun- Times 
----------- ' '  
newspaper is the frustrations . 
"When working for a college newspaper you can 
do just about anything you want , " Ringham said . 
"There is much more pressure (at a city 
newspaper) . ' '  
Ringham said he - first became inte�ested in 
photography in high school, but wasn't  ready for 
col lege . Think ing he would receive news 
phot ography experience, he enlisted in the Marines, 
but  Ringham said he didn ' t  get to pick up a camera 
u n t i l  he left Vietnam after being wounded . 
A ft e r  grad uat ing from S o u t hern I l l i n o i s  
U n iversity-Carbondale, Ringham worked f o r  the 
Bloomington Pan tograph and The A rlington Heights 
Herald before j oining the Sun- Times photo staff. 
Ot her speakers at  the . convent ion include Tom 
E n gelhard t ,  edit orial cartoomst of  the St. L ouis 
Post-Dispatch , Dick lcen , editorial page editor of the 
Decatur Herald and Review, Norm Lewis ,  associate 
s ta te  edi tor  of  the Decatur Herald and Review, Carl 
Walwort h ,  sports editor of  the Charleston Times- · 
Courier and Dan Hage n ,  feature writer for the 
Charleston Times-Courier. 
R egi s t ration for the convent ion wi l l  be from I to 5 
p . m .  Friday at the Dai ly  Eastern New s ,  Buzzard 
Bui ld ing ,  and i s  free for Eastern j o urnal ism maj ors . .  
7A 
Former off ice rs 
vow not to seek 
second terms 
By FREDDIE KRUEGER 
Staff writer ' 
Two of Eastern' s  student government 
executive officers recently said they are not 
seeking office for a second term . 
Executive Vice President K im Swanson said 
she chose not to run for student body president 
because she is transferring to A rizona State 
University . . 
Instead of becoming involved with student 
government there, Swanson said she w ill go 
into organized communication because she 
wants to take on a new challenge . . 
She said she backs only certain individua ls 
not a particluar party in Wednesday's  student 
elections and would not comment on which 
individuals she supported . 
Swanson has been involved in student 
government since her freshman year when she 
was a senator at-large and co-chairman of the 
Student Awareness Committee . She then 
became executive vice president and also served 
on several boards . ' 
Financial Vice President Ann Hasara is not 
going to run because she said she wants to enj oy 
her senior year .  
H owever, she was appointed chairman for 
Students Against M ultiple Sclerosis by 
A ngelynn Richardson who was chairman this  
year .  . 
Alt hough Hasara said she will  not endorse 
one particular party,  she said she wi l l  support 
M i k e  Mad igan , UNITY ! s  presidential  can­
didate . 
Hasara became involved in student govern­
ment in the fall of 1 985 when she was on the 
Student Legislative Committee . The following 
semester she was elected senator at-large. 
�() .... ( )  .... ( .. () .... ( )  .... ( )  .... ( ) .... ( )  .... ( )  .... ()�() .... ( )  .... ( ) .... ( )  .... ( )  .... ( )  .... ( )  .... ( )  .... ( ) .... ( ) .... ( .. () .... ( )  .... ( )  .... ( ), 
ent: Michael  Mad igan 
Vice President Lisa Marian i 
Jee President Ch risty Wolfe 
• Darren De Vriese 
Jim Dwyer 
Cathy Dyson 
Scott Eckerty 
A nne Flanagan 
Steve Golding 
Donna Grahm 
DeniS Hanna 
Mary Henriksen 
Bernard Holland 
Janis Horsman 
Tracy Hrbek 
Kathy Karlson 
Dave Koch 
Scott Lovett 
UNITY 
. · I 
I 
I 
I 
Jaimie Mccammack 
Tim Mcintyre 
Rick Mix 
Tiffani Moore 
Tom Moskal _ 
Mary Mrkvicka 
, Craig Murphy 
Tisha Murphy 
Chris Neuhauser 
, Kelly Newton 
A ngela Paoli 
Pam Parker 
Sean Payton 
Nancy Piper 
Darrell Reid 
A ngelynn Richardson 
Sheryl Ritter 
George Ryan, Jr. 
Dan Salkeld 
Mike 'Scarlati 
A ndy Schoneman 
Kenny Schwengel 
Tammy Shannon 
Debbie Schumaker 
Helen Simon 
Pam Smith 
." 
Residence Hall Senators �, Michael  Riorden · � 
Ti m Taylor I 
W. Grahame Wi l ki n  I 
At-Large Senators 
Krista Leahy 
Tegan Ward 
i 
I 
I 
I 
t 
i 
Off campus Senators 
Pau l Johnson 
Lori Lockman 
Erin Solkowski 
Gail Swanson 
1 Gus Swanson 
Scott Steinkamp 
Lisa Wade 
Jack Wolsdorf 
· Phil Wegeng ,-
Doug Wermedal 
Steve Weston I 
Tom Worthen 
Kathy Young I 
Lisa Zambereletti 1 
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Candidates �or RHA presi.dency announc 
Eastern's Residence Hall Association Thursday 
announced presidential nominees · for its April 18 
In addition, the RHA secretary nominees · are 
junior Paula Capone and sophomore Cary Harper. 
spent $ 18 on last Sunday's Easter Egg h 
The RHA also announced that "U 
Weekend' ' is scheduled for May 1 .  election. ' _ 
The presidentiaf oominees are junior Mark Hetzler 
and sophomore Tracy Hrbek. 
Treasurer nominees are senior Curt Eakle and 
freshman Kim Russell . 
The National Communication nominees are senior 
Penny Jones and sophomore Tana Horsman. 
The RHA also announced a sexuality 
at Andrews and Thomas halls and 
balloon fight on the Library Quad. The only nominee for vice president is junior 
Becky Teems . In other business, the RHA reported that they 
Sangmeister __ from page 1 Ban·ds ___ _ 
in my district are just not all that 
happy," Weaver said. "A number of 
them said they knew they weren' t  
voting for the chosen candidates and 
they wanted to send a message to the 
Chicago Democratic party saying they 
were unhappy ."  
Weaver said the "old way" of  
running politics in the state has got to  
change, saying voters like to  vote for 
individuals instead of the party­
endorsed .slate . 
He sajd Democrats either vote for 
the endorsed candidates or "are told 
not to vote at all ."  
"The party comes up  with the 
slate,"  Weaver said . " I f  you' re a ·  
Democrat you' re given no choice at 
all . "  
Sangmeister doubted this report and 
said he had not heard of unhappy 
Democrats purposely voting against 
him to send a mess�ge to the Chicago 
Democrats . 
" I  haven' t  heard of that happening 
anywhere in the state and I 've heard 
from a lot of people,"  he said . 
"The party picks the ticket and if 
you' re a party person you vote for 
those endorsements , "  he said . " If you 
go · against those endorsements that 
hardly makes you a party person , does 
it? " 
: loe • Connelly, Eastern political 
science instructor and state central 
Democratic committeeman, said 5 ,000 
sample bafiots with the endorsed 
candidates were sent to county voters 
but apparently they had little impact 
on the primary outcome. 
" Voters didn ' t  pay any attention to 
them and voted for the familiar 
Teacher Candidates: 
SAVE TIME, MO N EY 
·AN D  AGGRAVATION 
GET THE ADVANTAGE 
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employment guide 
by school principals with: 
* A focus only on the 
educational market 
* Job search strategies 
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Send $5.00 to 
THE ADVANTAGE 
P.O.  Box 1 405 
Usie.  IL 60532 
Hey, Julie Lee! 
· Happy 20th Birthday 
Love, your rooi�ie . 
sounding names . "  Connelly said. "We. 
were dissappointed in that, but at least 
we did make an attempt to educate the 
voters . "  
But -according t o  Sangmeister, name 
recognition wasn't  the only problem. 
He also attributed several other factors 
to his defeat including his own,  along 
with Stevenson's ,  failure to spend 
enough money on the campaign.  
"Particularly in the downstate areas 
we should've spent more ," he _said . 
"To tell you the truth, not much was 
spent anywhere. Knowing Thompson's 
popularity, we were obviously saving 
everything for the fall election ."  
Another . key factor cited by 
Sangmeister was the order that the 
names appeared on the ballots . The 
order of the names changes in every 
senatorial district, leaving voters 
without any clues to whom the party­
picked candidates were. 
"There was no way for anyone to 
tell I was Adlai's running mate ,"  he 
said . 
Sangmeister also doubted reports 
that Republicans crossing over to the 
Democratic. ticket to vote for the 
LaRouche followers attributed to the 
upset victory. 
"You can be sure there was some of 
that, but that ty pe of thing always 
takes place, "  he said . " I t ' s  not enough 
to really be substantial .  No one on 
God ' s  earth could have seen this 
coming. " 
PARTY with the 
C.I.T.S. 
SATURDAY 
UNLIMITED KEGS 
s 2  
"CAPITAL HILLH 
Corner o f  Jackson &. Division 
Something Special 
1416 6th St. 3.45-1433 
Next to Coach Eddy 's 
Sunday Night 
Special 
A ttention dormers: 
Any �andwich. 
(E:��r:£;:ior $1 . 99 
(inc . chips & dill spear) 
plus . . .  medium drink 
· and . . .  sm. cup or cone 
of yogurt 
good idea ,"  he said . "We knew that 
mixing politics with music would be the 
best way to get attention ."  
Hippler said he  hopes "Peacefest" 
will make students realize that they can 
do something about the nuclear arms 
race. 
"We can' t  make the students care, 
but we can at least make them aware of 
the nuclear arms race, "  he said . 
"We' re trying to let them know there is 
something we can do. " 
He added that "Peacefest" is one 
means of acheiving EISCAP's  goal of 
nuclear reductions . 
"We' re working toward a multi­
lateral nuclear freeze ,"  he said . "We 
have to start at home first . "  
Hippler said all "Peacefest" per­
formers are volunteers "just being paid 
the attention arid publicity they will 
get . "  
. He said h e  hopes for a crowd o f  at 
least 500 Eastern students . 
" l  expect 500, if i t ' s  a wa�m day, 
more than that , "  he said . " People can 
get into eiiht bands . There' s  got to be 
something anyone will like . "  
Some sche.duled bandmembers said 
they are performing at " Peacefest " 
because they oppose nuclear build-up. 
" I t ' s  the whole peace, anti-nuclear 
thing,  which is good , "  Jeff Weaver, 
" Earl ' s  Breakdown" guitarist said . 
"We back that idea . "  
Weaver described h i s  band ' s  music  
simple music for I 
simple people . "  
" Recreational 
Ronnie Johnson said, 
cliche, but it's a good 
sonally, I could sleep a l 
night not having the ever 
of being singed right off t 
. earth . "  
. Johnson described h' 
" original rock and roll, 
twist . "  
Some · bands,  howev 
performing primarily foq 
"We're just a jam 
band , "  Rick Voukoun, 
guitarist said . "We just 
and let the people hear us. 
Voukoun described 
" New wave dance-rock 
Matt Geber, "Colored 
said , " I t ' s  just basicallY. 
none of us are E ISCAP 
l ike to play whenever we 
Geber described "Col 
" like frustrated rock . " 
Eastern instructors 
speak said they are co 
nuclear build-up. 
Smith said " I  am 
concerned that people sh 
t heir own minds what 
country should take on d 
S m i t h  added that  he p 
" primarily about the f 
whole nuclear bui ld-up,  
t he publ ic is  not a 
possi b i l i t ies of nuclear wi 
WHAT'S COOKI 
7th & Ma.dison 
345-7427 
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l ical story subject 
Eastern 's chorus 
' s  Oratorio Chorus will 
lix Mendelssohn's "Elijah" 
Sunday in Dvorak Concert 
Robert Snyder, music in­
and conductor · of the per--
said "Elijah" i's a dramatic 
, which is a choral  
n t  that presents a story 
e use of action or scenery. 
torio is based on the biblical 
the prophet Elijah and his 
ion with the false priest of 
der said . 
is one of the most familiar 
that is sung by large 
' Snyder said . 
S o p h o m o r e  b a r i t o n e  T o m  
Studebaker will sing the lead role of 
Elijah, who denies the claims of the 
false priest and proclaims the one true 
god, Snyder said . 
Other soloists for the oratorio in­
c lude  graduate student Mary 
Greenwood, seniors Roberta Young, 
Connie Checkley and Cathy Berns, 
juniors Brian Downen and Derek 
Alexander, sophomore Chris Riley, 
and freshmen Kim Peterson, Sarah 
Wiggins, and Angie Katz . 
Snyder said Gary Zwicky will ac­
company the chorus on the organ. 
Tickets for the oratorio are $2 . 50 for 
adults and $ 1 .50 for students and are 
available at the door or in advance 
from the music department . 
ds worker spreads lawn fertil izer Thursday behind Thomas Hal l. 
part ies cla im victory 
u n  control  bi l l  passes 
GTON (AP)-The house conference. 
helmingly Thursday t��,� For weeks ,  the legislation produced 
gun control law passed in high drama, climaxing with police 
th of the assassinations of from 2 1  states arriving in uniform to 
ennedy and Martin Luther confront the experienced lobbying 
t retained a ban on in- teams from the National Rifle 
n sales. Association and allied groups. 
came after hundreds of In the end, both sides can claim 
policeman roamed the victory on the bill sponsored by Rep. 
byists. Harold L. Volkmer, D-Mo.-but the 
ote was 286- 1 36 and the gun lobby more so. 
ed with a 292- 1 30 tally to NRA chief lobbyist Wayne LaPierre 
the legislation to the pointed to the bill' s lifting of an in­
, which passed a bill last 
interstate handgun sales 
r controls, can accept the 
insist on a House-Senate 
terstate sales ban for rifles and 
shotguns and federal guarantees that 
all lawfully held weapons can be 
taken- unloaded and inaccessible­
across state lines . 
' 
Concert offers dou b le bi l·I 
The Eastern Studio Clarinet · Choir 
and the Brass Quintet will take turns 
performing in a joint concert at 7 :30 
p . m .  Saturday in Dvorak Concert 
Hall . 
Soprano Cathy Berns will sing 
"Vocalise" by Sergei Rachmaninoff 
and clarinetist Richard Drew will 
perform the third movement of 
"Sonata for Clarinet" by Francis 
Poulenc . 
The Clarinet Choir will also perform 
pieces by Claude Debussy and Cesar 
Franck .  
The Brass Quintet will perform 
pieces by John Williams, who wrote · the music for 'E .T . ' ,  Clarinet Choir 
director Richard Barta said.  
Other selections by Leonard Bern­
stein, Andrea Gabrieli and Malcolm 
Arnold will be performed. 
They will perform "Variations on 
America" to end the concert. 
"There are modest turnouts for 
chamber concerts , " . Barta said . "They 
run from about 30 to 200 people . "  
Barta said there are never more than 
200 people unless there is a special  
feature such as a nationally known 
performer . 
35th an n ual - Greek Sing 
kicks off week of act ivit ies 
By DANE BUCZKOWSKI 
Staff writer 
The 35th annual Greek Sing, the 
largest amateur choral event in the 
area , may be even bigger this year with 
an estimated 1 ,200 to 1 ,500 par­
ticipants .  
Brosseau also said this year' s  sing, 
which is  at I p . m .  Sunday in  McAfee 
Gym, ·"wi l l  be the biggest ever , "  
est imating a turnout o f  1 ,200 t o  1 ,500 
people. 
"All but a few fraternat ies and 
sororit ies" have entered and those in  it 
have put a lot of hard work and time 
into it , "  said senior J ulie Broom, co-
. chair of Greek Sing and a �ember of 
Alpha Gamma Delta sorori ty .  
Broom said there wi l l  be  a variety of 
music and "ev�ryone puts on a good 
show. " ' 
Some of the  performances wi l l  
include h ighlights from " Dream 
Girls , "  by Delta Zeta sorori ty ,  and 
".Steam Heat" and " Big Spender, " by 
Alpha Gamma Delta . 
Sen ior Dan Brosseau , Greek Sing 
co-chair and a member of Pi Kappa 
Alpha fratern ity said this year ' s  sing 
wi l l  feature an informal category where 
groups may use a guitar or a maximum 
of three hand-held instruments .  
Tickets for Greek Sing are 50 cents 
for s tudents and $1 for the public . 
UN ITY asks student in put 
' I • 
UNITY party '  members wil l  d iscuss 
platform ideas and accept new ideas 
f r o m  s t u d e n t s  a n d  c a m p u s  
organizations at i t s  campaign party 
s tart ing at 8 p . m .  Friday at 1 5 1 5  Ninth 
St . 
U N ITY presidential candidate Mike 
Madigan said some of the platform 
ideas party members wi l l  discuss in­
clude: 
•Stepping up relations between the 
greek community and the residence 
halls by organ iz ing social fonciions 
and seminars between the two groups . 
•Establish a credit  card I D  that could 
be used in the Union Bookstore and 
other locations on campus .  
• Form a statewide newsletter between 
Eastern and the other four Board of 
Governors universities that would l ist 
activit ies on their campuses . 
•Obtain adequate l ighting for the 
I n tramural fields.  
Show spotl ig hts m usic fratern ity 
P h i  Mu Alpha, a professional music 
fraternity for men, will present an 
American music concert 4 p . m .  
Saturday i n  the Dvorak Concert Hall . 
"Everyone is invited to the concert 
free of  charge, "  said Rodney 
Washburn , Phi Mu Alpha · vice 
president . 
Washburn said the fraternity has an 
American music  concert every 
semester. 
"This performance is special 
because . it ' s  our 20th anniversary," 
Washburn said . 
The national secretary-treasurer, T .. 
Jervis Underwood, will also perform, 
Washburn said . 
He said the concert will provide a 
. variety of songs, all from Aµierican 
music composers . 
7-Eleven axes ad u lt ·books 
DALLAS (AP)-Southland Corp . ' s  
4,500 7-Eleven convenience stores will 
no longer sell Playboy, Penthouse and 
Forum magazines, the company an­
nounced Thursday. 
The decision · reverses a policy 
Southland had refused to alter last fall,  
when thousands of people marched in 
Dallas and picketed 7-Eleven stores to 
' demand a halt to the sale of  the adult 
magazines . 
The Rev. Jerry Falwell, who . led the 
: marc h ,  praised Thursday's  an­
nouncement and asked Christians to 
' support 7-Eleven financially. 
1 "This is going to ut the por­
nography industry on its knees, "  the 
Moral Majority leader_ • said . 
rn ity ' s free car wash hel ps to ' serve the people ' 
and to help the community, "  Ziccarelli said.  be charged. 
· Omega, Eastern's  service fraternity, 
car wash 1 0  a .m.  to 4 p .m.  Sunday at 
athon, 5 1 5  Lincoln Ave. 
no strings _ attached, "  senior Dan 
·d the free car wash was a huge success 
to show that we are here to serve people 
McDonalds,  12 W. Lincoln Ave . ,  donated buckets 
and soap for the occasion, Ziccarelli said . 
Old Main Marathon is allowing the fraternity to 
use its location free of charge. 
"They usually charge $ 1 0  for the space, " Zic-
carelli said. . 
He said residents of the Omega house, 9 1 0  Seventh 
St . ,  will be working at the car wash.  
Ziccarelli said everyone is welcome and no fees will -"" . 
"We don' t  even want donations , "  Zlccarelli said . 
"This is a free service . ' '  
. However, Ziccarelli said $32  in donations were 
given at last year' s  car wash. · 
Alpha Phi Omega members agreed to send the 
donations to the "Save The Lady" fund, which 
helped pay for the restoration · of the Statue of 
· Liberty. 
Fri day ' s  
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Report errors immed iately a t  581 ·281 
will  appear in the next edition. Un 
cannot be responsible for an Incorrect 
insertion. Deadl i ne 2 P-m. previous day. 
f'iir.Services Offered -
PROFESSIONAL RESUME 
PACKAGES: Quality papers, 
big selection, excellent ser­
vice. PATTON QUIK PRINT 
West Park Plaza. 345-6331 . 
________ 1 /00 
" M y  Secretary , "  word 
processing service: Letters, 
papers, resumes, etc. Call 
Millie at 345- 1 1 50. 
________ 5/5 
GET A JOB FAST WITH A 
COPY-X RESUME!  FAST 
SERVICE ,  LOW PRICES, 
LARGE SELECTION OF 
FORMATS , TYP E D  OR 
TYPESET. NEAR CAMPUS AT 
207 LINCOLN. 345-63 1 3. 
________ 2/00 
NEED TYPING: Papers, 
Letters, Thesis; Professional 
Secretary; Call :  345-9225.  
________ 5/2 
S M Y S E R ' S  R E P A I R  
COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR AT 
AFFORDABLE PRICES 208 
on 7th . 348-5232 . 
________ 4/1 7 
Help Wanted 
Need extra money? Sell 
Avon! Call 359 - 1 577 or 1 -
800-858-8000 . 
______ _.__ 1 100 
Wanted:· TUTOR for (2200) 
Individual Income Tax Acct. 
Will pay. Call 348- 1 782.  
________ 4/ 1 1 
Help Wanted: dishwashers 
to start immediately. Mostly 
eveing hours. Apply at Union 
Foodservice. 
________ 4/ 1 1 
ft Roonunates 
NEEDED: 1 male subleaser 
for summer. 2 Br. furn . house 
with garage. Rent negotiable, 
call Robert Carlisle, Realtor. -
345- 2 1 5 1 . 
________ .4/ 1 5  
FEMALE SUBLEASER 
NEEDED FOR VERY N ICE 
APT. Own room , furnished , 9th 
St. Call 581 -2062 M-F & 348-
7695 Sat. & Sun . 
________ 4/1 1 
Roonunates 
F e m a l e  R O O M M A T E  
needed For Fall-Spring 86-
8 7 . N ice Youngstowne 
Apartment call 345- 5 1 64.  
________ 4/1 1 
1 MALE OR FEMALE 
ROOMMATE N EEDED FOR 
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR . CALL 
MIKE 581 -2036, 581 -2205 
OR LEAVE MESSAGE. 
________ 4/1 8 
1 or 2 female roommates 
needed for 1 986-87 school 
year. Nice apartment in 
Young�town. Call Shelley or 
Cheryl at 348-.8624.  
--------'"4/ 1 1 
Need 1 female roommate to 
share 2 bedroom modem 
apartment for fall semester. 
Rent cheap! Call 348- 1 058. 
______ 4/ 1 1 ,  1 4 , 1 6  
'7 Wanted 
WANTED: Apartment for one 
for summer. Will negotiate rent. 
Call Ann 348- 5 1 98 .  
________ 4/ 1 1 
WANTED JUNK CARS WE 
PAY CASH. 348-5232 . 
________ 4/ 1 7 
ti For Rent 
Renting for Summer, Fall 
'86,  and Spring '87 , Ratts Polk 
St. and Ratts University Dr. 
Furnished . townehouses, 2 
bedroom $ 1  45.  person for 3 
$ 1 2 2 .  person for 4 .  All but 
three are newly carpeted. 
Summer rent $ 1 50. flat for 
2 , 3 ,or 4 people . One month 
rent security deposit. 9 mo. 
lease. Call 345-6 1 1 5 . 
________ ,2/00 
For 1 986-87 school year. 
Very nice 2·, and 3 bedroom 
furnished houses. Close to 
campus. Leases from 9 - 1  2 
months. Call 345-3 1 48 after 
5p. m .  
________ 2/00 
Apartment for 4 people, ·2 
bedroom f u r n i s h e d  with 
dishwasher, 1 Y2 baths, car­
peted throughout laundry 
facilities, $ 1  50 each for 9 
month lease. 1 0 1 7  Woodlawn . 
Ph 348- 7 7 4 6 .  
________ 3/00 . 
f i For Rent 
1 -2 bdm apt. - air condition. 
Close to campus- summer 
only. 1 -2 bdm apt. - 1 2  month 
lease close to · campus- extra 
nice 345- 5 1 48 or 348-05 1 7 .  
______ 4/4 , 7 , 9 , 1 1 
Microwave Oven Rentals 
only $ 1 5 per month ph. 348-
7746.  
________ 3/0 
FURNISHED APARTMENTS . 
FOR FALL LEASE, 2-5 
people ,  clean , excellent 
condition . 345-7286. 
-----,-----4/1 1  
2-3 Swnmer subleasers 
needed. Nice apartment close 
to campus. Rent . negotiable. 
Call 345-3 1 30. 
________ 4/ 1 1 
Summer subleaser(s) : · 2 
bedroom furnished Apt. close 
to campus, cental air, parking, 
laundry faci l i t ies,  rent 
negotiable: Call 345- 1 09 7 .  -
________41 1 1 
Furnished Houses & Apts . 
Bedrooms for 2-5 students. 
Deposit & 1 O mo. lease 
required. Phone after 1 1 a. m .  
345-40 1 0 , 345-50 1 6 . 
________ 4/00 
Large Room for Summer or 
Fall .  Private entrance,& bath. 
$ 1 1 O mo. 345-6458. 
________ 4/ 1 1 
Furnished Apt. for 5 girls at 
1 05 1  7th St. 600/month . 345· 
7 2 8 6 .  
________ 4/ 1 1 
H O U S E  F O R  R E N T :  
S UM M E R !  2 BEDROO M ;  
F U R N I S H E D ;  CLOSE TO 
CAMPUS; 2-4 GIRLS; VERY 
N I C E ;  O N L Y 
$ 1 0 0 . 0 0 / M O N T H .  CALL 
NOW: 348-0287 . 
________ 4/1 8 
SUMMER SUBLEASER(S) 
NEEDED FOR NICE, FUR­
NISHED, ONE BEDROOM 
APARTMENT LOCATED VERY 
C LOSE TO CAMPUS. RENT 
N EGOTIABLE. CALL 345-
1 69 4 .  
________ 4/24 
Three bedroom furnished 
apartment for three students 
only, near campus. Two baths, 
garag e ,  washer/dryer. No 
parties. $360 . Call 345-7 1 7 1 
from 1 0- 1 1 or 5- 7 .  
________ 4/00 
2 bedroom furnished apt. ( 1 
or 2 persons) 345-6544, 345-
2 2 3 1 . 
________ 4/00 
2 bedroom mobile home, 
furnished, air conditioned. Call 
345-6052.  
________ .4/ 1 1 
Apartments for men. 1 8 1 2 
9th St. and 2 1  Madison. Some 
available immediately. $70 . 00 
and up. 345-4846 . 
4/1 1 
-ATT
_
R_A_C_TI_V_E_A_P_A=-RT=-MENT 
FOR SUMMER OR NEXT 
YEAR, ABOVE RUTHIES, 
A.C . ,  BEST LOCATION IN 
TOWN! 345-3475.  
4/ 1 1 
_2_S_U_M_M_E_R_S_U_B_LE=--=ASERS 
NEEDED. Modem Apt. Close 
to campus. Laundry, A·C . Rent 
Negotiable. Call 345-3426. 
________ 4/ 1 4  
Four responsible girls to 
share lovely six-girl home. 1 Y. 
blks campus: $ 1 1 5  each,  4 
bedrooms, 2 baths, completely 
furnished, parking. 581 -2228 
or 345-6 1 28 evenings. 
________ 4/ 1 1 
Furnished Apt . for rent. 
· Available August '86.  2 
people , 2 bedrooms, great 
location-4th and Lincoln. 
345-4600 or see Ira at 
Tokens . 
-----.,-- -4/ 1 1  
2 Br. Apts. , CIA, carpeted, 
furnished. Available 8- 1 7-86.  
Call 345-3222,  after 6 : 00p.m.  
34 5-9636 . 
________ 4/2 1 
Furnished 20 Room Man­
s i o n - H o m e  of 1 st E I U  
President. 7 bedrooms, 2 
diningrooms, 3 fireplaces, 
Den , 2 livingrooms, Bar, 
Foosball room, washer/dryer, 
Dishwasher, Microwave, Gas 
Gri l l ,  Freezer, lcemaker, New 
carpet/oriental rugs. Available 
now through August 1 5 . 
$500.  345-7257 or 348· 
0673.  
-----,,----,,.,...,-::...,-::c:--::4/ 1 1 S U M M E R  S U B LEASERS 
NEEDED! 2 Bedroom fur­
n i s h e d  apartm e n t .  N i c e  
Location . ( 1 st St. behind the 
park . )  Very Reasonable Rent ! !  
Call 345-6 1 86 o r  5 8 1 -2939.  
________ 4/1 8 
For Rent 
2 Summer Subleasers for 
Oldetown A partment .  2 
bedroom , 2 person . Great 
location .  Inexpensive. Call 
345-7630, 345-7587 . 
---�----4/1 1 
SUBLEASER NEEDED FOR 
SUMMER OWN ROOM IN 
LARGE HOUSE BLOCK FROM 
C A M P U S  W I T H  
WAS H E R-D RY E R ,  DISH-
WASHER, & MICROWAVE. 
CALL MARTI 348-5004 . - 4/ 1 7 
For Summer; Townhou!le, 2 · 
bedrooms; 1 50-month, 1 , 2 ,  or 
3 people .  3 month lease. 345-
6 1 1 5 . 
________ 4/00 
Nice 3 & 2 bedroom houses 
for 4 , 3 ,  or 2 occupants. Also 
efficiency for 1 .  Available Aug. · 
348- 1 442,  days. 
________ 4/00 
1 bedroom apartment- 7 5 1  
sixth St. $ 1 50- $200.00 some 
utilities, furnished. Cali Hank, 
348-81 46 .  
________ 3/00 
5 bedroom houses, 5 or 6 
people , 1 block from campus. 
Call Hank, 348- 8 1  46 .. 
________ 3/00 
Excellent furnished apts. for 
four. Close to campus. Ph . 
345- 2 7 7 7 .  
________ 3/00 
For Rent School Year 1 986-
8 7 ,  One and two bedroom 
apartments. 4 1 5 Harrison.  Call 
348-5032 . 1 2  month lease. 
________ 4/ 1 1 
Summer subleaser needed , 
Nice 3 bedroom-3 people 
apartment close to campus . 
Call Mary. 345- 1 6 2 7 .  
________ 4/1 8 
Married housing too small? 2 
bedroom house for rent. 345-
6544 or 345-7678.  
________ 4/1 7 
A T T E N T I O N  b ro t h e r s ,  
sisters, cousins! 1 1 -rm house 
near campus, $ 1 2 5  each for 4 
if 2 ARE RELATED; 345-
2 7 5 4 .  
________ 4 / 1 8 
Summer :  2 Subl easers 
needed for a two bedroom 
apartment in Olde Towne. 
Negotiable. Call Steve 3680 or 
Chris 2033 . 
________ 4/1 7 
Summer 
for new, 
bedroom 
Street, across 
house . Rent · 
7 1 68. 
--Offlclal Notices Offlclal Notices are paid for through the University Relations. Questions should be directed to that office. 
ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS 
STUDENTS 
Students who will have 60 
semester hours completed 
AND all five of the following 
courses completed-ACC 
2 1 00,  ACC 2 1 50, OAP 2 1 75,  
MGT 2460,  MGT 2 8 1 0-with 
a grade of C or better by the 
beginning of Fall Semester, 
1 986 may now apply for 
admission to the College of 
Business (Blair Hall 1 O 1 ) for 
Fall Semester, 1 986.  In order 
to pre-enroll in upper-division 
business classes, admission to 
the College of Business is 
required. Deadline for making 
application is June 1 3 , 1 986.  
T.W. lvarie ,  Dean 
College of Business 
Recreatiori Internship 
Summer of '86 
Students planning to do their 
fieldwork or internship during 
Summer Semester 1.986 must 
attend a meeting Wednesday, 
April 1 6  at 3 : 00 p .m.  in 
McAfee Room 1 38 .  
Dorotha Johnson , Coord. 
Fieldwork/Internship 
Employed Students 
Any student who wishes to 
work on Regula' Student 
Employment during Summer 
Term 1 986 must be enrolled at 
EIU for a minimum of six hours 
in that term or must have 
completed at EIU a minimum of 
twelve hours during Spring 
Semester 1 986. 
John Flynn ,  Dir. 
Financii:il Aid 
· Pell Grant 
1 985-86 
All applications and sup­
plemental condition forms for 
the Pell Grant 85-86 m ust be 
received by the Federal 
Student Aid Programs no later 
than May 1 ,  1 986. To receive 
CORRECTED EXAM SCH EDULE 
0730-0930 
1 000-1 200 
1 300-1 500 
1 530-1 730 
1 900-21 00 
llondlly 
May s 
T- 1 400 
M- 1 400 
T- 1 300 
Make-up or 
Arranged 
T- 1 200 
. T- 1 230 
M- 1 900 
FINAL EXAMINATION SCHEDULE 
Spring Semester 1 111 
Tuelday Wedneeday 
May e May 7 
T-0900 M- 1 000 
T-0930 
. M- 1 600 
Makeup or M- 1 500 
Arranged 
T- 1 500,T- 1 530 
M-0800 Makeup or 
Arranged 
T- 1 1 00 M-0900 
T- 1 900 W- 1 900 
Thu..-.Y F,._y 
May l May 9 _  
T-0800 M- 1 1 00  
T- 1 600 
Make-up or T- 1 000 
Manged 
Makeup 
M- 1 200 or 
Arranged 
M- 1 300 
R- 1 900 
1 . Final examinations are scheduled on the basis of the first class hour meeting of the week 
a Pell Grant this semester, you 
must file with the offii;e a valid 
Student Aid Report no later 
than May 9, 1 986.  
John Flyn n ,  Dir. 
Financial Aid 
PRE-ENROLLMENT 
REMINDER 
A currently · enrolled on­
campus student who has not 
yet submitted a pre-enrollment 
form for Intersession or 
Summer . should pick up 
materials by 3 : 00 p . m . ,  
F R I D A Y , A P R I L  
1 1 - T O D A Y - i n  t h e  
Registration Operations Room 
(south basement McAfee) .  
Pick up Fall pre-enrollment 
materials by 3 : 00 p . m . ,  
Wednesday, July 9 .  
F R I D A Y , A P R I L  
1 1 - T O D A Y - T O D A Y - a t  
3 : 30 P . M .  I S  T H E  DEADLINE 
FOR SUBMITTING A PRE­
ENROLLMENT FORM FOR 
I N T E R S E SS I O N /S U M M E R .  
Wednesday, July 9 at 3 : 30 
. p . m .  is the deadline for sub­
mitting a pre-enrollment form 
for Fal l .  
Michael D.  Taylor 
Dir. , Registration 
irrespective of whether the first hour is classroom or laboratory activity. 
2 .  Final exsnlnations of multiple-hour classes are scheduled on the balls of 
'fnultiple-hour block. 
3. A M-,T-,W·, or R- prefix indicates whether the first claaa day of the week le 
Wednesday, or Thursday. For instance, M-0800 indicates the SChedtMld 
examination in a class having Its first class hour meeting of the week at 0800 on 
for a clas8 having Its first clas8 hour meeting of the 'week at 1 900 on Thtnday, 
4. Final exmninallon periods Indicated In the above schedule as "Makeup OI 
used only In cases where: 
a. The first clas8 hour meeting of the week does not conform to the 
established herein. 
b. The meeting of the class appears in the Semester Class Schedule as "ARR." 
c. The student preaents WI approved examination change request. 
5. Final examinallons for one semester hour courses may be given at the 
structor and, If given , should be scheduled for the last regular class meeting of the 
6. Final examinations in cou-ses numbered 4750 or above may be given al 
instructor and, If given , •e to conform to the schedule patterns established herein . 
7. Final ex8minatlons are to be given In all courses unless speclfic:ally 
provisions of #5 and/or #6 above .or by departmental recommendation to, and 
Council on Academic Affainl. · 
8. Students may not deviate from the published final examination schedule 
of the Dean, Student Academic Services. 
9. Instructors ma)9not deviate from the published final examination schedule 
proval of the department chairperson and Dean of the School or College 
established by the Vice Pr6'."dent for Academic Affairs. · 
Fr i day's  
Classified ads Report errors lmmedletely e t  581 -281 2. A correct •d wlll eppear In the next edition. Unless notified, we cennot be responslble for en Incorrect ed efter Its first Insertion. Deedllne 2 p.m. previous dey. 1 ( A  
For Rcn1 t .. i ..... __ __.F�o_r_R_e_n_1 
Subleasers. NEW 
I F u r n i s h e d - 2  
Place . .  Across 
. Rent VERY 
348-5409 . 
--......,....,.-4/ 1 1  er subleasers 
nice, clean , 2 
A·C, laundry & 
k from campus. 
. CALL 345-
4/1 1 
�L�U:-::XU-:-:R::-:-Y:--:-! -NEW 
S 4·5 persons· 
us micr-dish w-
p-washer and 
nth For more 
lease call 345-
-or Michele. . 
____ 4/ 1 4  
or 6 .  Good 
e. close to EIU 
. References 
or Donna Wood 
S U M M E R 
S U B L E A S E R S - N i c e  2 
bedroom apartment close to 
bars. Cheap! Call 348-8853. 
________4/1 5 
F E M A L E  S U B L E A S E R  
NEEDED to share new 7th St. 
Apt. with 1 girl for summer. 
Furnished. $ 1 00- month . Call 
Toni 58 1 -5 1 5 1 . 
________ 4/ 1 1 
SUBLEASER NEEDED! May 
to August. One bedroom. Low 
bills. Privacy. 1 or 2 people. 
Call 345-6708. 
________ 5/5 
Two bedroom unfrunished 
Apt. for Fal l ;  Water and gar­
bage pickup furnished. For 
more info call 1 -543-2408. 
________ 4/1 1 
FEMALE . SUB-LEASER TO 
SHARE HOUSE FOR SUM­
MER ONLY. NO SMOKERS . 
N O  P A R T Y S .  O W N  
BEDROOM . $ 1 2 5/MTH AND 
Y. UTI LITI ES.  3 4 5 - 3 8 2 0  
BETWEEN 1 OA. M .  A N D  3P. M .  
________ ·4/1 6 
Rooms for Women 1 4 1  5 
Seventh , 6th house from 
campus. 345-384 5 .  $ 1 00 
monthly-utilities included. 
-=-=,....-, .,.-- ----,-4/1 5 ATIRACTIVE APARTMENT 
FOR SUMMER OR NEXT 
YEAR, ABOVE RUTHIES. 
A.C . ,  BEST LOCATION IN 
TOWN ! 345-3475.  
________ 4/1 1 
Mal e  Roommate · for Fall 
Needed, Also Male Subleasor 
Needed for Summer. Olde 
Towne Apartments. Ask for 
Tom or Larry. 348- 5 1 87 . 
�-------4/ 1 1 
Puzzle Answers 
'C ·o N G E • B L A B • H A G • 
8 R 0 u N •  R A R E • u R A L 
S T I l L W A T E R • s I S E  
I A s p I R E •  C A  R H  0 p s 
• E  s s e •  S A T I A T  E S 
s 0 L I T A L I • E  8 8 ---A l E I S K  I L L S • y 0 G I 
K I s s - L  E I - E N  I D 
s 0 s 0 I B A N Z A I I T R Y 
--- F  A R • C  A I N I I l L 
A B S T R U S E • D  A M  P •  
E L A S T I c •  B E s 0 T S • 
R U S H I S 0 u N D  p R 0 0 F 
0 R s 0 I E p H A .  I R E N E • T y E I D E F 1 1  N 0 S E D 
mpus cllps , 
aga will lay out pennies collected from their Mile 
I -SEARCH fundraiser April 1 2  at 1 O a. m .  in Old 
also hold a free car wash April 1 3  from 1 0  a .m.  - 4 
Marathon , and its final pledge class meeting April 
the University Union Martinsville Room . No actives 
pledge meeting. 
wil l  have a match vs. Indiana State Saturday, April 
touth of campus pond.  Party to follow, everyone 
s Hall will sponsor "Everything You Wanted 
Sexuality: Now You Can Ask,"  Monday, April 1 4  
ews-Thomas Halls' food servicem. A panel of 
and seven females will answer the audiences 
ity. Open to campus free of charge .  
WAlCH HOW I. Wlf:if;iLE MY 
D IHE BUNNYS EAA.'3 t-10YE. " 
For Ren1 �� For Sale �� For Sale �� .. ____ F_o_r_S_al_e 
Great Summer Home· Male 
Subleasers Needed OWN 
room Excellent Furnished apt. 
Call Dave 348-5370. 
________ 4/1 6 
DESPERATE ! S U M M E R  
SUBLEASERS NEEDED FOR 
1 BEDROOM APT. Close to 
c a m p u s ,  A - C , R e n t  
negotiable. 345-630 7 :  
________ 4/1 4 
FOR SUMMER Reduced 2 
bedroom Apartment Rent, 
$ 1 30 per month , for 2 people. 
Call 348-5032.  . 
________ 4/22 
Fall leases available: 2 
bedroom 4th , 9th , 1 1 th street. 
No pets. Call 345-9606. 
________ 5/5 
FOR SALE , 1 980 Avon 
Horizon 1 4X65, 2 Br, lg. 
kitchen , bath w-garden tub, 
refrig and stove, furniture neg . ,  
C-A, l g  deck, exc. cond.  235-
2005 after 3 PM. 
________ 4/ 1 7 
MUST SELL! ! !  Girl's 1 0- · 
speed bike-$30! ;  Panasonic 
Receiver w-8 track and phono­
$70 ! ;  optional stereo stand­
$20; STURDY wood loft-style 
bunkbeds-$50! CALL NOW 
345- 1 378!  
________ 4/1 1 
AM FM STEREO WITH 
CASETTE , 8 TRACK & 
TRUNTABLE MUST SELL 
$80. 00 348-0893 . 
________ 4/1 1 
THE CHOICE IS YOURS!!! 
0 Heritage 
VISIT US AT: 91 6 Woodlawn Drive 
M-F 9-6 • Sat. 10-3 • 345-2363 
0 2 persons 
0 3 persons · 
0 4 persons 
0 5 persons 
or more 
SELECT YOUR APARTMENT WHILE YOU HAVE A CHOICE! 
(·aJa4 a:>104:> moA J<lh<lll!4M 4l!M 4814 paJO:>s ah,no,1..) 
Doonesbury 
. .  ANO lllOSC. Mc 
[l(Jf<CS HCALJH CJ3R-
• T!FICATeS. I HAI? 
� THE:M PtJfJOfCP Ovt:R. ' FROM FRANC&. 
I 
GOVE R N M E NT H O M E S  
from $ 1  (U repair) .  Also 
delinquent tax property. Call 1 -
805-687-6000 Ext. GH-9997 
for information . 
________ 4/1 5 
F O R  S A L E : V E S P A  
SCOOTER .  RUNS GREAT, 
SUPER MILEAGE.  PRICE 
NEGOTIABLE. CALL J . R .  345-
7 1 43 .  
________ 4/ 1 6  
Yamaha FG .345 acoustic 
guitar w/case 1 25 . 00 348-
1 578.  
________ 4/ 1 1 
CRAIG STEREO. $60.00 
CALL ANNE, 581 -2970 after 
2 :00.  
4/1 1 -:M:-;:u,..,s=T=-�s�EL_L_!
_
1_9_7_7_ Old-
smobile must see to appreciate 
Best offer. 345-6334 . 
________ .4/ 1 1 
· -·-
Cal l ·  NOTICE ! I Sign for fiT Now appt .  ' 
· see Why Regency is #1 
' New carpet 
or ' 
New Furniture 
(for 1 986-87)  
The choice is YOURS! 
Hrs. 9 -5 M-F ,  1 1 -4 Sat. 345-9 1 05 
by Berke Breathed 
..... ----------------.... 
BY GARRY TRUDEAU 
HIS MOLARS. Hau CAN THATS OW MIOO -
Y()(J TClU Fti.M FROM HIS 
\ 5MJ66l/N6 l7AY5. 
wo, :I"'\ \f\Stn\\ 
o. .SUbWQY ! '  
( 
Friday' s  
1 2A1 Aprll 1 1 , 1 986 Classified ads 
Report errors lmmedletely at 511· 
wilt appeer In the next edltldft. 
cannot be '"ponalble for an Incorrect 
lnaertlon. Deadline 2 p.m. Ptftioua day. 
Lost/Found c:;;:li �nnouncemen1s <:» �nnounce�encs ·<}1 Announcements <l An Fo1 Sale 0 g s 
C U S T O M  F I T  F O R  Lost: A blue noteboOk last 
STEVENSON HALL ROOMS. Thurs. near the campus pond 
Loft, Csrpet, Couch, Bar. under a tree . Contact 
Graduating, need to get rid of. Dan-348-8790. 
Call Rich 581 -3875 between 4/1 1 
9- 1 1 p .m.  Lost 1 .0.  and Drivers License 
________ 
411 1  along with keys In Library. 1 .0. 
Motorcycle for sale. 1 979 & Drivers License In light blue 
Yamaha, Shaft drive, tun dress, Eastern case . 3 keys on 
excellent condition. $ 1 000. Daytona Beach key chain. 
58 1 �2 1 64. Phone 345-2596 ask for Barb. 
__
_
_
___
_ 4/ 1 4  4/1 2 
Puth 1 0-speed Touring Lost; Finance 37 1 0  text and 
Bike. Perfect cond. I It's gotta Blue notebook. Contact Pam at g(>. $90 negotiable. Nancy 58 1 -5 1 7 1 . 
3738. 4/ 1 1 
4/1 1 FOUND: Jacket left in Ute 
-BET._.......A_M_AX_R,....E,....C_O_R_D_E=-R FOR Science 201 call to describe. 
SALE $250 OR BEST OFFER Jodi 581 -2306. 
CALL 581 ·3 1 32. 4/1 4 
___
__
__
_ .4/ 1 1  FOUND: Pr. of prescription 
CARPET, FITS ANY DORM glasses on counter at the Daily 
ROOM. CALL 3375. Eastern News, please identify. 
_
_______ 
4/ 1 1 4/ 1 5 
HARLEY-DAVIDS motor- • --------
cycle. 1 75cc. Good condition. ../'l 
Low mileage. Asking $350 or ........,$ Announcements 
best offer. Call 348-0775 
(leave message). Pregnant? Need help? 
_______ 
__,4/1 6  Birthright cares. Free testing. 
1 976 Monte Carlo, excellent 348-8551 Mon . · Thurs. 9 : 00 
engine, stereo, bargain priced. a.m.·  5 :00 p.m. 
Call 348-8296 after 5:00. c-MWF5/3 
_
_______ .4/1 1 DELTA CHI ! DELTA CHI! 
COMMODORE 64, NEW DELTA CHI! DELTA CHI!  
D I S K D R I V E ,  M O D E M ,  D E LT A  C H I !  W h at a 
SOFTWARE ,  NEGOTIABLE! brotherhood-·P.H.  
BARGAI N PRICES. 58 1 • 4/1 1 
572 1 . HAPPY 20th ANNIVERSARY 
_
_
_
_____ .4/ 1 1 Phi Mu Alpha! You're a great 
H o n d a  1 2 5 E n d u r o bunch of guys! Thanks for 
Motorcycle. Ex. Cond. Low making my year as sweetheart 
Miles. $275. 348-0483. the best! Love, Michelle. 
________ 
.4/ 1 4 4/ 1 1 
YAMAHA 1 25 ENDURO Ex. V 0 T E ! ! C U R T 
Cond. U nder 3000 m i .  DAWSON-AT-LARGE l ! Pd.  
$400 .oo Call John 581 • for by Kristen Pruszek. 
3533. 4/1 1 
_
_______ 
4/1 5 TAUS: Greek Week is almost 
M U ST S E L L ! !  Dorm here. Lets show everyone 
Refrigerator Only $50.00. Call once again who has the 
Jodi 581 ·2306. · winning spirit! 
________ 4/1 5 4/ 1 1 
Couch and two chairs for ALPHA P H I  members, sale . Cheap. Good condition. thanks so much for you 
345-94 1 0. cooperation. You guys are 
________ 4/1 4 doing a great job singing! Love, 
Red 1 98 3  GPZ 305 Tisha. 
Motorcycle $850.00 or Best 4/1 1 
Offer call 348-5527 . R I C K  S C H E U  R I N G 
________ 4/1 1 Congratulations on being 
Stereo: GE AM/FM, trun- elected SECRETARY! I know 
table, 2 speakers 3 yrs. old. you'll do a SENSATIONAL 
Includes 36 tapes FREE ! $50 Job! ! !  If you need help typing 
negotiable. Call after 6:00p.m.  your reports (haha) , just give 
348-0473-Ask for Linda. me a call . What are sister 
_
_
__
_
__
_ 4/23 for??! ! ! Love ya, Penny. P.S. 
1 975 Vega 4-speed,  Recent GOOD LUCK During Greek 
Tires,  Batery , Exhaust, week! 
Shocks, runs good. $425 or ? 4/1 1 
581 -5533 Evenings. PHI SIGMA SIGMA: You are 
KAWASAKI 1 00 ENot/�6 doing great with Greek sing. • 
MOTORCYCLE. EXCELLENT ���If· F�
.
!m�h�:m���e�'fo 
FOR AROUND TOWN. EX. fake and snap. WE CAN DO IT! 
COND. $350. or best offer. Love, Patti and Patty. 
CALL 348- 1 204. 4/1 1 
E X C E LL E N T  T R��� MICHELLE ALLES,  JU LIE 
SPORTATION: 1 977 DATSON 
VOGT ( FARTY) . KARIE LEITH, 
8 1 o ,  PROFFESIONALL Y ���D��RRH6�6�) vJi�Ef. 
REBUILT ENGINE AND MANY DINO, ETC: Thanks for making 
NEW PARTS. MUST SELL my 1 9th so great. I'll never 
$500.00. MARK 348-8434. forget it. And a special little 
________ .4/ 1 8  thanks to Doug. Love, Eileen . 
Full size Brunswick pool 4/1 1 
table good condition. $300 . 00 The Delta Zetas would like to 
or best offer. 348-8790. wish al l  sororities and 
________ 4/ 1 4 fraternities Good Luck in Greek 
Bunk Beds for sale Perfect sing. 
Condition call 2302. 4/ 1 1 
________ .4/ 1 1 
0 
l Lost/Found 
Dorm and House keys on 2 
Carman key rings lost near 
Coleman Hall .  If found please 
call Greg 58 1 -6 1 42 . 
_______
_ .4/1 1 
LOST : I R ISH SETTER,  
BROWN, BROWN COLLAR. IF  
FOUND CALL 348- 1 654 . 
________ .4/ 1 5 
HEATHER HESTON �ease 
pick up your l .D .  at the Daily 
Eastern News. 
-�------4/ 1 5 
LAMBDA CHI ALPHAS: The 
Alpha Garns are ready for mini . 
unity Saturday! Hope you are 
too! ________ .4/1 1 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA wishes· 
all fraternities and sororities good luck in Greek sing! 
________ .4/1 1 
ALPHA PHIS: Don't forget . 
your grapefriuts Sunday for 
Greek sing ! !  
________ .4/ 1 1 
E l e c t  D A N  M c L E A N  
STUDENT BODY PRESIDENT 
under the SPRING Party. Vote 
April 1 6--pd. for by Terese 
Papa. 
4/1 6 
YEAR END BEACH BREAK 
only $99 for a week at Fort 
Walton Beach, South Padre 
lslan and Daytona Beach! 
Hurry, call Sunchase Tours for 
more information toll free 1 • 
800-32 1 ·59 1 1 TODAY! When 
that last test is over . . .  Break for 
the beach with Sunchasel 
_______ .-4/25 
Oay of ECK, "Soul Travel: 
S p i r i t u a l  S u r v i v a l  w i t h  
ECKANKAR," April 1 3th, Illini 
Union, U of I ,  9a. m.·5p. m . ,  
W o r k s h o p  P r o g r a m , 
Registration: $ 1 0. 
________ 4/1 1 
TRI-SIGMAS-GREEK W­
EEK IS ALMOST HERE! KEEP 
SMILING & GET READY FOR A 
G R E A T  W E E K !  LOV E ,  
ANGELA. 
________ 4/1 1 
Tickets for "Men About 
Town" male strip tease­
burlesque-dancing show, April 
22 7 : 00 p . m .  in Grand 
B a l l ro o m  o n  s a l e  at 
E . L. Krackers restaurant, Alpha 
Sigma Alpha (Sue Rucker) 
S i g m a  K a p p a  ( Ly n ette 
Bowermaster) . 
-----''------4/1 1 
To the ladies of Alpha 
Gamma Delta: Good luck in 
Greek sing. I hope all your hard 
work pays off! Love, Kevin. 
________4/1 1 
Sig Kaps., remember-
"TEETH SMILES" . 
_
_______ •4/ 1 1  
AST TUGGE R S :  Stay 
psyced your looking great! 
________ .41 1 1  
ALPHA PHIS: Get psyched 
to rock and roll in the hay at the 
R.K.  Corale! 
________ 4/1 1 
To My Flattops, Hope your 
weekends great! Love, your 
sweetheart. ________ 4/ 1 1 
Pemberton, tonight is the 
night! See ya at the INN! 
_
_______ 4/1 1 
PHI SIGMA SIGMA: Greek 
week is almost here! Get 
psyched! 
________ 4/1 1 
SIGMA KAPPA'S: Greek sing 
is only two days away! ! Just 
remember: It doesn't matter if 
we win or lose, it's how much 
fun we have! ! !  
________ 4/1 1 
X-TRA ROMANS PARTY ! 
SAT. APRIL 1 9  AT ROCS. $3 
ALL-U-CAN-DRINK. 9- 1 2 . 
________ 4/ 1 8  
NEW SIG TAU ACTIVES 
CONGRATU LATIONS! ! You 
couldn't have chosen a better 
house. Good Luck! Love, Amy. 
________ 4/1 1 
VAN AND KARL: Thank you 
sci much for all your help! We 
all appreciate it! Love, The 
Pyramid Team . 
________ .4/1 1 
ANGIE STUMPH: Sing is 
almost here, thanks for your 
hard work & dedication ! We 
won't let you down! Love you 
SIGMA SISTERS. 
________ 4/1 1 
Steve Keith and J i l l  
Livingston : Congratulations on 
your engagement! ! I'm sorry I 
was n ' t  bac k  sooner to 
celebrate with you! BEST 
WISHES! t With. love, Wendy. 
________ .4/ 1 1 
ALL COACHES FOR PHI 
SIGMA SIGMA: You're all 
wonderful and we appreciate 
all the time and effort you're 
putting in for us! Love, The Phi 
Sigs. 
________ 4/1 1 
Think SPRING vote SPRING 
think SPRING vote SPRING -pd. for by Terese Papa. 
________ 4/ 1 6  
T H I N K  S P R I N G ,  VOTE 
SPRING-pd. for by Dan 
Mclean. 
_
______
_ .4/ 1 6 
Tau Canoers: Let's paddle 
our way to victory! 
4/1 1 
Mary Kay Sale Up & Eye 
Colors-Buy 1 , Get 1 free until 
April 1 5 . Call Chris 345-6708. 
________ .4/1 6 
MINI-UNITY 1 986 WEAR 
LETTER'S. 2 HOGS TONS OF 
BEER. Kick-off 2 :00 p.m. 
_
_
_____
_ 
4/1 1 
Sig Kap Singers- If I cry it's 
alright because I have friends 
like you. Thanks for making my 
job so rewarding. Love Ya, 
"Chubby". 
-=--- --- --4/ 1 1 
VOTE UNITY. STUDENT 
GOVERNMENT ELECTION 
APRIL ·1 6 . paid for by Darren . 
DeVrlese and Students for 
UNITY. 
________ •4/1 6 
VOTE UNITY-JOHNSON 
and LOCKMAN for off-campus 
Senators. Election April 1 6 . 
Paid for by, Michael Madigan 
and Students for UNITY. 
_
___
__
_
__ ,4/1 6 
V O T E  S P R I N G  E l e ct  
SHARON DATLOVSKY For 
FINANCIAL VICE PRESIDENT 
Pd. for by Bridget Klehr. . 
_
_
__
__
_
_ .4/1 6 
V O T E  S H A R O N  
DATLOVSKY: Financial Vie 
P r e s i d e n t  o n  S P R I N G  
TICKET-Pd. by Bridget Klehr. 
_
__
_
___
_ .4/1 6 
S E E  R E C R E AT I O N A L  
BONES SAT. APRIL 1 2  PAGE 
ONE RECORD R E LEASE 
PARTY ! (?) 
-=--=-:-:---�-=---=---'4/ 1 1  
CONGRATULATIONS TO 
ALL 86-87 LAMBDA CHI 
OFFICERS. NEXT YEAR WILL 
BE GREAT. GOOD LUCK 
YOUR BROTHERS. 
-=--- -----4/1 1 
VOTE! ! At-Large :CURT D­
A W S O N ,  O f f - C a m ­
pus: KRISTEN PROSZEK.Pd.  
for by Sharon Datlvsky. 
________ 4/1 1 
NEEDED: Female roommate 
to live with 5 girls in New 
townhouses-Mier-dish w- garb 
disp-washer & dryer. $ 1 50 
month Call 345-7687 Denise 
or Michele. 
_
___
_
_
__ 4/1 1 
To my special Graduatin 
Sigmas. Let's make this last 
month the best because I' l l  
miss you when you're gone. 
Sigma Love & Mine, Robyn . 
"!' 4/1 1 
SHAROLYN.�couldn't have 
done it without you. "I'm glad 
to have a friend like you. "  
Thanks, Kelly. 
________ 4/1 1 
ROAD TRIP to HAMMOND, 
LOU ISIANNA Next week-Are 
we going to take the family 
truckster?? Love, Deb. 
-=-----,------4/1 1 
The Alpha Sigma Tau's wish 
all Fraternities and Sororities 
good luck in greek week! 
--�------4/ 1 1 
Take time to "send" the 
ROSES! Sweetheart roses 
$ 1 1 . 9 5  doz (wrapped) 
$ 1 5 . 00 doz (arranged ) .  
Noble's Flower Shop. 503 
Jefferson call 345· 7007 . -----==-...,,.-- --4/ 1 4  
DELTA ZETAS: We can't 
wait to "Step into the Bad 
Side" with you because we 
know there's "One Night Only" 
to make "that special dream 
come true. "  You guys are 
SUIT)per and you make us very 
proud! !  Love, Cathy and Bean. 
_
_______ .4/ 1 1  
Phi Sigma Sigma would like 
to wish all fraternities and 
sororities good luck in greek 
week. 
----=-�---·4/ 1 1 
ALPHA PHIS: Keep up the 
HARD work. It will all pay off 
durnlng greek week. Love, 
Jairon. 
________ •4/ 1 1 
E l e c t  T E R E S E  P A P A  
Executive Vice Pres. under the 
SPRING Party. Vote April 
1 6-pd. for by Dan Mclean. 
4/ 1 6  
DAVE GRACHAN : Keep 
working hard with pledging! I'm 
proud of ya! Love ya, Ang. 
________41 1 1 
HEY YOU ALPHA GAMS 
With the great voices and 
those sexy smiles let's show­
em what were made of. Love 
(you know who) . 
_______
_ 
4/ 1 1 
· PIKES- Are you ready for 
Greek sing? I can't wait to see 
you perform! Good luck next 
week with Greek week! Love, 
Jackie. 
· 
________ 4/1 1 
Re-elect MIKE ASHACK For 
Board of Governors Rep, and 
think SPRING . Pd. for by Mike 
As hack. 
________ .4/ 1 6 
V 0 T E 
UNITY-MADIGAN-President, 
MARIANI-Exec-Vice Pres. , 
WOLFE-Fin .  Vice Pres. , 
DeVR I ESE-BOG . Election 
April 1 6 . Paid for by Lisa 
Mariani and students for 
UNITY. 
________ 4/ 1 6 
H ELP FIGHT CANC E R :  
Enter the Sigma C h i  5K and 
1 OK Cancer Fight run . For info 
ca!l 345-9023 . 
________ 4/1 1 
VOTE UNITY-WARD and 
LEAHY for At-Large Senators. 
Election April 1 6 . · Paid for by 
Darren DeVriese and Students 
for UNITY . ----�---4/1 6 
VOTE UNITY-RIORDAN , 
TAYLOR and WICKIN for 
Resipence Hall Senators. 
Elections April 1 6  paid for by 
Christy Wolfe and Students for 
UNITY. 
-:-
_
_______
___ 4/1 6  
CANCER FIGHT '86 5K and 
1 Ok: Help· us Fight Cancer. 
Run on Saturday April 1 2th and 
then Party that afternoon. 
Applications available at Coach 
Eddy's, Champs, and the 
E . l . U .  Candy Counter. For info 
call 345-902 3 .  
________ 4/1 1 
Marching Band Flag Corps 
Audit ions.  4 - 1 4 - 8 6 . Ap­
plications available in the Band 
office-2622.  
________ 4/1 6 
Panther Marching Band Flag 
Corps Auditions 4- 1 4-86. Call 
2622 For More info. 
4/1 6 
VOTE SPRING ! !  THINK 
SPRING. Pd.  for by Sharon 
Datlovsky. ' 
________ 4/ 1 6  
TRI-SIGMA TUGGERS­
The hard work & time will pay 
off. Stay psyched! Love, 
Sweenz.  ________ 4/1 1 
Hey babe, look who's 2 1 . 
You think maybe I can take you , 
to dinner Saturday night? 
You're something special to 
me. Love ya, Mark. 
-.,,... .,....,....---,----- -4/ 1 1  
SUE RODGERS- Keep 
chewing those nails & rubbing 
those toes. Man you ' re 
TOUGH! 
________ 4/1 1 
ALPHA GAMS, DEE ZEES, 
A L P H A  P H I S ,  D E L  TS , 
0--CHIS BE PREPAIRED TO 
PARTY IN THE MINI-UNITY 
TRADITION KICK-OFF 2 :00 
SEE YA THERE THE LAMB­
DAY CHIS. 
________ ,4/1 1 
Phi Sigma Sigma: Get ready 
for the BEST Greek Week 
ever! 
---------=-- --4/1 1 
VOTE ! ! KRISTEN PROSZ­
EK-OFF-CAMPUS ! ! Pd. for 
by Curt Dawson. 
___
___ ___ .4/1 1  
THE DELTA ZETAS ARE 
PSYCHED FOR A GREAT MINI 
UNITY. SEE YOU ALL THERE. 
_
_
_
____
_ 
.4/1 1  
R E - E L E C T  T R A C Y  
FREDERICK Senator At-Large. 
Pd. by Tracy frederick. 
4/ 1 1 
Looking for something special for that specia l frien�? 
Send them a birth�jlY ad 
through The Daily Eastern News ! 
Attent ion · 
-
All Eastern Illinois University · · 
Faculty & Staff 
our Credit Union is Open · 
. 
C RE D I T  U N I O N = 
. . [!'_�] . . 
I 
-
. 
50 Lincoln Avenue , Charleston 
348-5544 . 
free checking that pays 6 .5 %  
Minimum balance only $ .1 0 
New Car Loans .as low as 8.4 % .APR 
Friday, Apri l 1 1 , 1 986 
. .. Gridders back i nt_o act ion with spring drill 
_ By JEFF LONG 
Staff writer 
Baseball season· may j1,1st be starting i 
to blossom, but behind the limelight of 
Americ�'s pastime, college football 
teams have donned the pads to do a 
different type of hitting. 
Eastern's  football team has been at it 
for three weeks now, taking advantage 
of good weather conditions to begin 
scrimmaging at full-tilt. 
"We're doing quite a bit of 
scrimmaging, and the intensity has 
been pretty go.od, "  said Eastern coach 
Al Molde. "I think the most pleasing 
aspect is that the attitude has been very 
good among the team. " 
The Panthers will continue their 
version of spring training up through 
next week when they culminate their 
four-week session with the annual 
Blue/Gray game on April 1 9  at 
Charleston High School. 
One of Molde's top priorities in the 
off-season has been to solidify last 
season's  porous defense . Eastern 
yi�lded· nearly 25 points a game last 
season en route to a 6-5 record . 
"We' re . mainly looking at what 
improvements we can make defen­
sively , "  Molde said . "We'd like to 
improve the depth and quality of play 
at some p'ositions. 
"We've been looking at different 
·wrinkles defensively, "  the fourth-year 
· coach added, "but it 's  nothing you 
could put down in print saying that 
' they've changed to this or that 
alignment. ' ' '  
Molde is working with a veteran 
group, with 19 of 22 starters returning 
from last season.  But whiie all of last 
year 's  offensive starters return, three 
defensive holes remain to be filled . 
One of those is the large void left by 
· defensive tackle Tom Moskal, who was 
second on the team in 1985 with 94 
tackles and led the squad in sacks with 
seven . _ 
Molde believes he's found Moskal ' s  
Panthers trying 
mental games 
Eastern is not only working on the 
physical aspects of football this spring, 
but also the mental side. 
A new concept is being used by the 
Panthers this season which the 
coaching staff came up with in the off­
season. Each week, a key word is 
displayed prominently on the ob­
servation tower at the practice field 
and on the jerseys of the six · team . 
captains . 
"The purpose is to draw attention to 
the team concept, ' '  coach Al Molde 
said. "That (team concept) will be the 
key for us next fall . ' '  
S o  far the coaches have used 
'hustle , '  'leadership' and 'pride . '  
Molde also directs his comments t o  the 
team pertaining to the particular word . 
" I t ' s  a motivation-type thing, "  
Molde says . "We' re pleased with the 
way i t ' s  working out . "  
-Jeff Long 
likely replacement in John Jurkovic , a 
6-foot-2, 240-pound sophomore who 
was heavily recruited out of Thornton 
Fractional North but saw limited 
action last season. 
"Up front, Jurkovic is having an 
excellent spring in the defensive line 
area, " Molde said . "And as a team 
we're much quicker . "  
Other changes Molde has already 
- made  inc lude  moving start ing 
linebackers Bi l l  Cochrane and Jeff 
Mi lls to the inside, and moving Derick 
Wilhelms, the team's  leading tackler a 
year ago, to the outside slot . 
Molde is hoping the adjustments pay 
off .with a return of the dominating­
type defense he had during his first 
year at the helm in 1983, when the 
Panthers held opponents to 9.6 P.oints 
LISA HOFFERT/ 
. Eastern football coach Al Molde addresses his Panthers during s 
The Panthers have been going through the rigors of practice for 
The training period will culminate with the annual Blue I Gray gam 
Charleston High School. 
a game to win 1 1  of 1 4  contests .  
" I t ' s  hard to replace players of really 
high quality like we had then ,"  Molde 
said . "But this is the best depth and 
quality we've . had defensively since 
1983 . No question about it . "  
Offensively ,  the Panthers have made 
only minor changes , or " new 
wrink les" according to Molde .  With 
every starter �eturning, Eastern's high­
powered offense is in line to keep up i ts  
record-breaking ways in 1 
"We have a group 
veterans who have proved 
score points , "  Molde said . 
The only question mar 
is that of who wil l  replace 
Charles Wi lliams, who 
from the university for st 
Right now , senior Will 
frontrunner . Cain caught 
. 285 yards in l imited act io 
Ri les ,  Brewers sweep Sox i n  season -open ing seri 
CHICAGO (AP)-Ernest Riles must have found a 
way to hide those new muscles somehwere along his 
6-foot- l ,  1 80-pound frame. . 
. "Evidently . You saw the ball he hit , "  Chicago 
Manager Tony LaRussa said Thursday after the 
Brewers' shortstop hit an opposite-field , three-run 
homer to cap a four-run,  ninth-inning rally that 
carried Milwaukee to an 8-5 victory over the White 
Sox. 
Riles ' homer, his second in three games, enabled 
the Brewers to sweep the three games of the season­
opening series from Chicago . After managing just 
five in 1 1 6 games as a rookie last season, he already 
has sunk Chicago twice with his new-found power . 
" I  feel like I 've always had power to the gap (in 
left) , "  he said after a 4-for-5 day that included two 
singles to left and another to center . "I wasn't  
thinking homer at the t ime,  but just looking for 
something to drive . 
" I ' m  just glad everything worked out . I can ' t  
remember us making this kind of a comeback last 
season, "  Riles added . " But now we believe in 
ourselves . ' '  
With one out i n  the ninth , Mike Felder singled off 
Bob James , Chicago's  fourth pitcher, and Robin 
Yount followed with his third hit of the game. James 
struck out Paul Molitor ,  but Brewers ' rookie Billy 
Joe Robidoux tied it 5-5 with a single and Riles hit his 
second homer of the season, into the left 
When James hit the next Milwauk 
Deer, with his next pitch ,  Deer app 
charge the mound . Players from 
streamed onto the' field , but home plate 
Shulock quickly grabbed Deer. No 
thrown by any players . 
Milwaukee gave rookie starter Juan 
the top of the fourth when Molitor trip! 
on Robidoux's  grounder. But Niev 
bottom of the fourth by walking Wayne 
giving up consecutive one-out singles to 
and Ron Kittle to load the bases . 
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You 've Seen the Rest I 
NOW see the BEST • 
Aldo Roma Apartments 
Leasing Now 
1 -2 or 4 persons • 
141 · Furnished & Unfurnished 
• 
· 1 st Street 
. (Behind Long John Silver's) 
or 
Buchanan 
(Behind Pizza Hut) 
Call Jan Eads 
345-21 1 3  
• 
Howard S. Eads � ·�8altor 
No Free Rent, Just Good Rates! 141 
• • · -
TOMORROW - BUZZARD AUDITORIUM 
PRIZZl'S HONOR 
•Nom inated Best Picture of the Year 
•Jack N ic holson - nom inated Best Actor 
· •Win ner - Best Supporting Actress 
6:30 and 9 :00 p . m  . .  
Adm ission s1 · 00 
Jack N icholson - Kathleen Turner ; ., 
"Should I ice her, or marry her?" Ill 
y Eastern News Fr iday , A pr i l t t , t 986 1 5A 
Quadrang u la(to 
ture Gateway foes 
women's  tennis team will 
strategic portion of their 
weekend by facing three 
teams in the EIU 
r. 
th the Lady Panthers, the 
Quadrangular will include 
onference foes Northern 
na State and Southwest 
will face each other in 
nee matches Friday and 
Weller Courts . The meet is 
bring conference teams 
central location for league 
this weekend's  action, 
hers are coming off two 
road victories against 
power Principia College 
rival lllinois State. 
es are very important for 
ii Richard said . "These 
a big bearing on the 
the (conference) tour­
ngs ." 
rs, 6-6, have won six out 
nine matches and are 1 -0 in 
nee going into this 
atches. 
id the teams to watch out 
weekend's  action are 
issouri and Indiana State. 
feature very experienced 
th singles and doubles . 
Quadrangular play starts at 2 : 30 
p . m .  Friday as the Lady Panthers take 
on Northern Iowa, while Southwest 
Missouri meets Indiana State . 
I n  Saturday's action beginning at 9 
a . m . ,  Eastern tangles with. Indiana 
State and Southwest Missouri faces 
Northern Iowa. 
In the l :30 p . m .  matches , Easte�n 
goes against Southwest Missouri , while 
Indiana State battles Northern Iowa. 
" I  feel good going into this 
weekend, "  Richard said . "We are 
getting excellent double play . ' '  
Against I llinois State, the Panthers 
dominated the doubles play by 
sweeping all three matches . 
The No.  I senior duo of Lauri 
Lehman and Diana Durkee, the No. 2 · 
doubles team of Sally Stout and 
Maureen McKean, and the freshman 
duo Lisa Stock and Beth Stuckey all 
chalked up victories . 
Easterr:i also continued their hot play 
in singles by chalking up three victories 
against the Redbirds.  
No. 2 player Durkee, No . 3 player 
Stout and the No. 6 player McKean 
posted impressive victories . 
A fter the quadrangular meet , the 
Panthers continue conference play 
Apri l  1 5 , when they host the Bradley 
B raves . 
Two seasons ago, Bradley was an 
upper-d iv ision level finisher among the 
Gateway Conference leaders . 
A US TIN 
ON 
TA P 
a ur)lque diversified 
dance theatre performance 
,Th urs. Apri l 1 7, 1 986 
s:oo ·p.m.  
Grand Bal l room 
•1 -students w / I . D .  
•s-General Public 
•1 -children 1 2 & under 
Tickets available at Union 
Box Office • 1 1  a .m. -3  p . m .  
Mon . · Fri . • 5 8 1 - 5 1 22 
ti l 9 : 30 
2 for 1 Drinks 
tn 1 o :oo 
Open at 9 : 00 
· Men netters gunning for 
Bradley in  road matchup 
By CINDY BEAKE 
Staff writer 
Eastern ' s  men ' s  tennis team will 
be taking on Bradley for the third 
time this season when they travel 
to Division- I I I  Principia College 
Saturday. 
Eastern has had problems with 
both Principia and Bradley by 
losing handedly to both teams . 
Last fall ,  Principia handed the 
Panthers a loss in exhibition play, 
while Bradley defeated Eastern 
convincingly 7-2 earlier this season 
at Weller Courts . 
Eastern hopes to use this road 
trip to Principia as a confidence­
building tool . 
Junior John Suter, the No . · 1 
singles player, said, "We're going 
to be playing some tough players 
(Saturday), they're going to be 
good competition. I 'm an op­
timist . "  
' 'They are supposed t o  b e  a little 
weaker at the end of the lineup, "  
coach John Bennett said. "We're 
hoping for a close match . "  
I f  the No.  2 .Principia player 
from the fall remains the same, 
Eastern freshman Jon Anderson 
will play Toby Clark . 
Anderson will have his hands 
fu ll  playing Clark , who was the 
Division- I l l  s ingles champion in 
the No. 2 position last year. 
The road trip to Principia will 
also give the Panthers another shot 
at Bradley . 
The Panthers and the Braves 
played earlier this year during 
Bradley's indoor season, where the 
Braves prevailed . 
Junior Don Carstens said ,  "The 
third time's  the charmer. I look 
forward to the point where we can 
beat those guys . ' '  
Wed nesday , t h e  P a n t hers  
dropped an 8- 1 decision to  I llinois 
State at home. 
Senior David Brown was the · 
lone winner at that homestand , 6-
3 ,  7-6. 
The loss to the Redbirds came 
right on the heels of a 6-3 loss to 
Vincennes Junior College on 
Tuesday. 
At · Vincennes, No. 5 and No. 6 
singles players Carstens and Brown 
were the only singles winners . 
In doubles action at Vincennes , 
the No. l duo of Suter and An­
derson won impressively 7-6, 6-3 . 
Monday, the Panthers beat 
Western 6-3 at Weller Courts . 
Junior Mark Matij saevich, in the 
No. 4 singles position, had a ex­
citing victory over the Leather­
necks'  George Brumis 4-6, 6-2 , 6-
1 .  
ENJOY your weekend at TED ' S  
z rridi7y:0�d�:'WHiSKEv-JAC
K' 
O I 7 5 Old Style with exciting new � I s1 00 - Calvert & Coke female singer ! Songs by . 8 I - 1 6 oz Bud Bob Segar, John Cougar, Huey Lewis I Eric Clapton and I 8 5¢- Amaretto Credence Clearwater Revival. I stone sour I Get in for *1 °0 from 8- 1 0 w/coupon · �------- - - - - - - -- - - ------- - - -----
f satur�aY'ssarid��,, VORY-GRAND'l 
� 1 8  5¢ - Rum & Coke . s 1 00 _ 1 6  oz Bud I � I - gin/.vodka col l ins . I 
o I · 7 5 Cl:-1 6 oz I 0 I * ROCK-N-ROLL -* Old Stylel I I 
L ------�li!].lg!..�'1...?�.!!:2."l�.!.Q.�.£�£<2rl _ _  � _ _ _  J 
:spring Haven 
• Recreational Park 
Now Open! • 
Camping � Picnic Area • Fishing 
� • Camper Rental 
.�· · �� OPEN MEMORIAL DAY 
WEEKEND!! 
• Waterslide! ' • Swimming pool. 
• Canoeing • Miniature Golf ·• Pedal Boat 
• Located Rt.1 Ashmore, Ill inois 61 91 2 
Cal l for Reservations • • •  345-7658 
-just 4 miles East of Charleston­
Do It All At Spring Haven 
Softbal lers bound for competitive Penn State tou 
By JOHN STROUD 
· Associate sports editor 
A field of some of the top teams in lhe nation 
await Eastern's softball team at the Petfn State In-
vitational this weekend.-
· 
"I  take being invit�d as quite a_complimerit, " first­
year Panther coaCh Janet Marquis said . 
As an independent,  Penn State needs an at-large 
bid to make it to the NCAA Championship tour­
nament. 
"They want to beat teams that have s_ome kind of 
reputation ,"  Marquis added . 
Other teams in the tournament will be Central 
Michigan, · Rhode Island, Adelphi (N.Y.) .  Ohio 
State at 10 a.m. , Central Michigan at 1 1  :30 a .m.  and 
. Rhode Island at 2 : 30 p .m.  
While Marquis believes Penn State is in a 
rebuilding year, the Eastern coach expects Central 
Michigan and Rhode Island to be tough. 
After a loss and a tie in a do 
Evansville on Tuesday, Marquis 
centration when facing a slower pitc 
point the Panthers need to work on. 
Eastern' s  No.  I pitcher , sophomore Zam Mogill 
will pitch two of the three games on Friday: 
"We' re to the point right now where 
to play and what to do.  We just need 
on the basics , ' '  Marquis said . 
Sophomore Sara Karcher will be the Panthers '  
starting pitcher the other game. 
After pool play, the teams will be seeded based on 
their pool records for a double-elimination tour­
nament on Saturday. 
Marquis said the team's  defensive 
that of third baseman Kathy R 
coverage, is a much improved area. 
" I t ' s  a big p lus having a pers.on like 
play like she does , "  Marquis said. " 
something great . " I  think we can win this tournament, "  Marquis 
said . "We'll have to play out of our heads everv ch1v. "Tf UJ'P rtn u.1Pl1 � t  th1eo  tn1 u •n-:J mPnt 
Panthers host SW 
i n  key AMCU-8 se 
By DAN VERDUN 
Sports editor 
In the midst of a losing streak,  
Eastern will open its AMCU-8 Con­
ference schedule this weekend with a 
four-game series against two-time 
defending  league tournament  
champion Southwest Missouri . 
The Panthers and Bears will square 
off in SaturdaY. and Sunday double­
headers at Monier Field . Both twin­
bills will begin at I p . m .  
The Panthers, 1 6- 1 3 ,  have lost four 
games in  a row and f ive of their  last 
· seven .  
" Southwest Missouri i s  a good 
team, "  Easte_rn coach Tom McDevitt 
said . "They ' re catching us when we're 
dow n .  We' re not playing good 
baseball .  It seems like everyth ing is 
going wrong . '. ' 
A prime example of the way things 
have gone for Eastern occured in the 
seventh inning of the Panthers ' 1 1 -4 
loss during Wednesday's d6uble­
header with nationally-ranked Indiana 
State . 
What started out as a routine single 
took a surprising high bounce that 
sailed over left fielder Bernie Holland's  
head for a three-run inside-the-park 
homer to add insult to injury in the 
Panther loss . 
. "When a ground ball goes through 
the infield and takes a big hop like that 
(you know it' s  going badly), "  Mc­
Devitt said shaking his head. " (6-foot-
8 pitcher Eric) Hillman couldn't  have 
touched that ball . "  • · 
average. Meyer also 
with 1 1  home runs, 1 8  
RBI .  
Senior shortstop Ho 
.432 average, while 
Matt Nowak comes in 
clip . Nowak has also hit 
drove in 32 runs. 
"We're satisfied wi 
done so far , "  Bear coa 
said . "Our pitching has 
well . I expect four to 
weekend . "  
Easter n ,  meanwhile, 
catcher T i m  Torricelli' 
In add i t i o n ,  Torricell i  I 
homers (4) , walks  (2 1 )  
Torricelli has also 
behind · the plate for 
Spr ing field native has 
o n e  error in 1 48 fieldi 
Centerfielde·r Kevirt 
s·econd in hitting at . 
perienced problems de 
Smith committed fou 
past week alone. 
Second baseman R 
been a pleasant surp · 
hitting . 352 despite bat 
slot in the Panther bat 
McDevitt indicat 
handers Dave Goodh 
Wilkins (2-0) will lik 
day's  games for Easte 
Sunday's  starters 
probability be left-ha 
(3-2) and either Bill J 
Steinkamp (3-3).  
S o u t h w e s t  M i s  
LISA HOFFERT I Staff photographer 
Things won't  get any easier for the 
Panthers either. Southwest Missouri 
will invade Charleston with a 28-10 
record. 
produced Houston 
Mark Bailey-will lik 
the foursome of left 
Wisser (6-5 , 2 saves) 
Mike Godfrey (5- 1 ) ,  S 
and Jim Gibbs (5-0) . 
Eastern right-hander Mike Steinkamp delivers a pitch during a game at Monier 
Field . Steinkamp and his Panther teammates . will host Southwest Missouri in a 
key AMCU-8 four-game series this weekeQd. The Bears enter the series with a 
28-1  O record. Eastern is 1 6- 1 3 on the year. 
Junior first baseman Steve Meyer 
spearheads the Bear attack with a .433 '  
. . I 
. Ownbey , Worrel l 
lead Card inals 
past Cubs , 4-2 
I 
ST. LOUIS (AP)-Despite falling behind nearly 
every hitter he faced,  right-hander Rick Ownbey 
drew passing grades Thursday on his first major 
league start in more than 1 8  months . 
" I  liked what I saw,"  St. Louis Cardinals Manager 
Whitey Herzog said after watching Ownbey team _ 
with Todd Worrell for a five-hit , 4-2 triumph over 
the Chicago Cubs.  "A lot of his pitches were close. 
He wasn't  getting too many of the calls . ' '  
I t  was the first start since the final day o f  the 1 984 
season for Ownbey, acquired in the June 1 5 ,  1 984, 
trade that sent Keith Hernandez to the New York 
Mets . A.nd it was only his second victory as a starter . 
Ownbey's  last big-league win came on June tffi, 1983 , 
as a reliever  for the Mets . 
Ownbey, who walked four and struck out two in 
six-plus innings , labeled his 1 1 0-pitch effort 
satisfying but one that could stand im 
"It ' s  such a thrill to be with this cl 
I didn't pitch well a·nd still won was 
28-year-old pitcher said . "I  didn't i 
did feel body tension. I have to pit 
sure, as the season wears on, I ' ll be a 
better than I did today ."  
Worrell gave up  four walks in t 
nings . " I  think my mechanics were 
windup . I think that's  what accoun 
characteristic lack of control, " he 
something that can't  be straightened 
"We're j ust not hitting; our 
good , "  Chicago Manager Jim Frey 
be getting eight walks and not scorin 
than we did today . ' '  
Horseback ridin2 
The RK Corral near ArcOfa offers 
western-style fun. See pages 4 and 5 .  
I Secondhand shops offer low 
prices, unique items for sale 
s ranging  from "co l l ectives" to c lothing 
at the Lik-N u Shop, W. Route 3 1 6.  Bot­
wi l l  store, located on Charleston's up­
offers a wide variety of used c loth ing for 
By JUDY WEIDMAN 
Staff writer 
Some things are better the second time 
around . . .  and cheaper , too . 
And for Charleston residents , resale shops 
are not hard to find- whether they're looking 
for anything from a "new" hat to some 
bargain furniture . 
Patrons interested in �uying and selling 
items for quick cash may be able _ to do 
business at the Charleston Pawn and Loan 
Co. , 1448 Ninth St. The pawn shop has 
items which cost anywhere from a 10 cents to 
$800, owner Bill , who spoke on the condi­
tion that his last name not be used , said . 
"People come in here looking for three 
things: diamonds, coins and stereo equip­
ment , ' ' he said . 
"I get my items from people off the street,  
trading and other dealers , ' ' he said . 
While some people come in to the store 
expecting to sell an item for full retail price , 
Bill said sellers must remember that they are 
not going to get what they paid for it , he said . 
This is because the value of an item goes 
down after an owner has used it . Also , the 
owner of the shop is trying to make a a pro­
fit . 
Despite the Hollywood image of pawn 
shops as being seedy places harboring stolen 
goods , Bill said his business is legitimate . . 
"Everything we buy or loan money on is 
put on a police report , "  he said . 
"In the year and a half I've been here , I've 
had maybe five stolen items- and they didn't 
come from college kids , "  Bill said . 
Bill said he had no special reason for buy­
ing the shop . · 
"I was around when the other guys owned 
it, buying scrap silver and gold , "  Bill said . 
"They wanted to get out of it (the business) , 
so I bought it . "  . 
The Lik-Nu Shop , W .  Route 316 ,  has 
items ranging in price from 25 cents to 
$ 1 ,000 , owner Jeri Adams said . 
"A friend of mine used to work · at the 
Salvation Army in Mattoon , and .I used to 
mind the store for her while she went home 
to run errands , "  Adams said . 
"Then Frank Chambers (a friend) talked 
me into opening up a 'junk' shop _ and I 
started out selling used clothes , "  Adams said . 
"After a while I went into the collective part 
of it , and I've been in the business for 23 
(See SECONDHAND, page 6) 
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� Murphy's Romance � Friday and Saturday night at 7 :  15 
� and 9 : 20 p . m . ; Saturday and Sun­
-; day matinee at 2 : 15 p . m . ;  Sunday � through Thursday night at 7 :  15 p . m .  
=: a t  the Will Rogers . Rated PG- 1 3 .  
� Sleeping Beauty 
Friday and Saturday night 7 and 
8 :30 p . m . ; · Saturday and Sunday ·matinee 2 p . m . ;  Sunday through 
Thursday night at 7 p . m .  at the Will 
Rogers . Rated G .  
Police Academy 3 
Friday· and Saturday night at 5: 10, 
7 : 10 and 9: 10 p . m . ; Saturday and 
· Sunday matinee at 2 : 10 p . m . ; Sun­
day through Thursday night at 5: 10 
and 7 : 10 p.m. at the Cinema 3.  
Rated PG . 
The Money Pi� 
Friday and Saturday night at 5, 7 ,  
and 9 p . m . ; Saturday and Sunday 
matinee at 2 p . m . ; Sunday through 
Thursday night at 5 and 7 p . m. at the 
Cinema 3 .  Rated PG . 
Wildcats 
Friday and Saturday night 5 :05 ,  
7 : 05 ,  and 9 :05 p . m . ; Saturday and 
Sunday matinee at 2 : 05 p . m . ; Sun­
day through Thursday night at 5 : 05 
and 7 : 05 p . m .  at the Cinema 3 .  
Rated R .  
Highlander 
Friday and Saturday night at 5 ,  
7 : 15 and 9 : 20 p . m . ;  Saturday and 
Sunday matinee at 2 p . m . ; Sunday 
through Thursday night at 5 and 
7: 15 p . m .  at the Time. Rated R. 
Critters 
Friday and Saturday night at 5: 10 ,  
7 : 10 and 9 : 10 p . m . ; Saturday and 
Sunday matinee at 2 : 10 p . m . ;  Sun­
day through Thursday night at 5: 10 
and 7 : 10 p . m .  at the Time.  Rated 
PG- 13 .  I Sports_· ----•I 
Baseball 
The Panthers take on Southwest 
Missouri at 1 p . m .  Saturday at 
Monier Field . 
Ted's Warehouse 
Friday night, "Whiskey Jack" will 
be playing at Ted's;  Saturday night, 
"Ivory Grand" will be playing. 
Page One Tavern 
Friday night, "Hunting Sleeves" will 
be playing at Page One ; Saturday 
night, "Recreational Bones" will be 
playing. 
Greek Sing 
Eastern's fraternities and sororities 
will take part in Greek Sing at 1 p . m .  
Sunday i n  McAfee Gym . 
l 0i� 
University Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9 : 30 a . m .  
a t  1505 Seventh St. 
First Baptist Church 
Services will be held at 9:30 a . m .  
at 2800 University Dr. 
Christian Campus Fellowship 
Services will be held at 10:30 a . m .  
a t  223 1 Fourth St. 
Wesley United Methodist Church 
Services will be held at 9 and 1 1  
a . m .  at 2206 S .  Fourth St. 
First Presbyterian Church 
Services will be held at 10 :30 a . m .  
a t  3 1 1  Seventh St. 
Immanuel Lutheran Church 
Services will be held at 8: 15 and 
10 :45 a . m .  at 902 Cleveland . 
Heritage Chapel Church 
Services will be held at 6 : 30 a . m .  
and 10 :30 a . m .  at 9 1 7  Woodlawn 
Dr. 
Newman Community 
Services will be held at 6 : 30 p . m .  
Saturday �nd 9 and 1 0  a . m, Sunday 
in Buzzard Auditorium .  
Charleston Bible Center 
Services will be held at 10 :30 a . m .  
and 6 p . m .  a t  2605 University Dr . 
5�---
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IWEIU Calendar aa I ao :! 
WEIU 88 . 9 FM Monday-Friday 4 
p . m .  to midnight. 
• 4:00-4 : 30 WEIU News 
• 4 : 30-5 :00 County Line 
• 5:00-5 : 30 EIU Report 
• 5:30-9 : 00 Contemporary Rock 
a n d  Rol l  ( Monday through 
Thursday) Jazz (Friday) 
Monday : "Method to Our Madness" 
Tuesday : "Radio Left Off Center" 
· Wednesday : "Radio Free . . .  " 
Thursday : "The Dave and Rick 
Story" 
Friday : "Jazz Euphoria" 
• 9 :00-midnight Speciality Shows 
Monday : · "Third World Groove" 
(reggae) 
Tuesday : "Jazz Osmosis" 
Wednesday:  "Professor Oldies 
Show" 
Thursday : "Thursday Night Theme 
Show" (R and R history) 
Friday: "House Rocker Show" (jazz) 
Check the latest scores 
i n  the 
Sports section 
6atea� , · 1 L1QUORS - war 
SALE PRICES EFFECTIVE 
FRIDAY ·SATURDAY ·SUNDAY 
750 ML 
499 
Cha rnoff 
' . VODKA 
& GI N  
1 liter  
4•t 
Havea little 
·Riunite on us! -� ...... ,.is , .. 
1 1J ML for 
... , , . 
� PACK 
Rebate 
LEROUX 
369 
3615 
SCHNAPPS 
CONVENIENT 
DRIVE UP 
WINDOWS 
loot 1Hr·Pooch-l11pkrry 
PIM Cola4e 
750 Ml 3'' 
coco 
Casa 
CREAM O F  COCONUT 
99c  32 0.. 
Easr · 
PACKAG•Side 
J&B . 
SCOTCH 
750 ML 
Ca lverts 
EXTRA 
750 ML' 
5'' 
REBATE 250 
,_AL 
COIT 3•t 
�""9 '-... � . . Santina 
Asti Spumante 
750 ML 
399 
Old 
Mi lwaukee 
Monterey 
WHITE 
ZIN FANDEL 
1 2 Pack 359 
750 ML 
ICE 
COLD 
MICHELOB 
• • • 3 1  
e tannmg �equires precautions -4 � CD < CD 
0 
CD 
time of year again , when 
across campus start shed­
eavy winter clothes in search 
, dark tan . 
, for some, the quest for that 
n often results in a painful 
skin care professionals and 
n Cancer Society agree that 
exposure to the sun's 
rays is a leading cause of skin 
artificially created ultraviolet 
by sun lamps and tanning 
be harmful to the skin if 
d, according to a pamphlet 
by the American Cancer 
Service Director Dr. Jerry 
that Eastern's health service 
y treated between 15 to 20 
bum this spring .  
ost people are aware of the 
ful effects , sunbathers con­
ow up on beaches, rooftops, 
and lawns to acquire a tan . 
who want to tan safely , some 
are given by area experts . 
e a  healthy suntan,  tanning 
good place to start. "The 
ted that tanning beds are 
the sun ,"  said Kari Eviger, of 
n Tan Spa , 618 W .  Lincoln 
tanning bed) is not abused , 
person wouldn't have any 
she said . 
ock, owner of the Tropical 
a in Mattoon , said that when 
mes in for their first tanning 
y usually stay in the bed 
from 10 to 30 minutes, 
PAUL KLATT I Photo editor 
F reshman Carolyn Guditis enjoys a warm spring day by sunbathing near the cam� 
pus pond. Despite the search for the "tropical tan," many sunbathers do not take 
the proper p recautions to avoid a painfu l sunbu rn. 
depending on their complexion and the 
type of bed . 
Normally , sessions will continue 
everyday for the first week , and once a 
week after that. ' 
"You are getting fewer harmful rays 
than you would outside , because the 
FDA requires tanning beds to screen out 
the dangerous ultraviolet rays , "  Smock 
said . 
The Tropical Tanning Spa is a 
member of the S . A . F . E .  Tanning 
Association and strongly recommends 
the use of eye goggles in tanning beds to 
avoid cataracts at an early age . 
Besides staying inside all summer, 
"using common sense and applying 
su'nscreens" are some of the most effec-
tive methods of blocking the sun's burn­
ing rays, said health education in­
structor Marilyn Morrow . 
Morrow said that a sunscreen should 
be chosen by the Sun Protection Factor 
that is right for each specific skin type . 
SPFs range from two to 19,  and 
sometimes higher . 
An SPF of five,  for example , means 
the sun can be toieI 1ted five times 
longer than if no sunscr1-. '1 was used.  
attoon mall. features 
icro-midgets , crafts 
By JOHN STROUD 
Afbum critic 
s more than just shopping to 
at the Cross County Mall in 
eekend , the mall has book­
popular shows, shopping 
manager Lawrence Berry 
try to get different things to 
variety of people , "  he said. 
le interested in the world 
the Cole5 County Modified 
Racing Association is spon-
display of the micro-midget 
cars are powered by a 
engine and run at fairly 
. They carry only one 
and are built to be small 
ht, Berry said . 
midgets are designed to 
dirt tracks, and sometimes 
the Charleston Speedway. 
the cars are from Charleston 
surrounding areas, Berry 
the modified midgets 
will also be an arts arid 
w sponsored by the 
Artists and Craftsmen . 
the second annual showing, 
Celebration," director 
ll said. 
year's show, 
Iowa, 
and Illinois 
Hartsell said. 
1 1  artists 
Missouri, 
will be 
s,  woodcrafts, hand­
lry, clocks and quilts, will 
t 
be featured at the show, she said . 
The modified midget display and 
the arts and crafts show will be during 
· the mall's regular hours: 10 a . m .  to 9 
p . m .  Friday and Saturday,  and noon 
to 5 p. m .  of Sunday. . 
Because of the recent disap­
pearance of many children across the 
country, the mall and area officials 
will sponspr a workshop in which 
children can be fingerprinted for 
identification purposes, Berry said. 
Along with 3,000 other ·shopping · 
centers across the country, the mall is 
hosting a "Kids Identification and 
Safety Clinic ."  The children will be 
fingerprinted, and their prints will be · 
kept on file , Berry said . 
The clinic will take place at 6 to 8 
p.m.  Friday, 1 1  a .m.  to 3 p . m .  
Saturday, and 1 to 3 p . m .  Sunday. 
Children will be able to visit with 
clowns, receive balloons and passes 
to visit the arcade during this time, 
Berry said . 
John Entwhwistle , bass player for the 
Who, probably had no idea what impact 
his words would have when he quipped 
in 1968 that a band being formed by 
Yardbirds' guitarist Jimmy Page would 
"go over like a lead balloon . "  
When Led Zeppelin's Page and 
vocalist Robert Plant released the final 
passage of Zeppelin with the Coda 
album in 1982, it capped off a 10-year 
stint that saw the group soar to an 
almost god-like status. 
The death of drummer John "Bonzo" 
Bonham in 1980 shortly after the 
release of the In Through the Out Door 
album prompted Zeppelin to disband 
rather than find someone to fill the 
shoes of one of the best. 
Coda , which didn't get nearly as 
much attention as It deserved upon Its 
release, serves as a double tribute-to 
Bonzo himself and to Led Zeppelin , a 
band that rolled with the changes 
despite personal problems within the 
group. 
The LP Is a collection of previously 
unreleased cuts that spans the career of 
the band from Its humble beginnings in 
England In 1969 to Zeppelin's domina­
tion of the rock music world through the 
'70s. 
Side one goes back to the early years 
when Zep took the rock scene by storm . 
It had developed a sound all Its own, 
combining the traditional blues sound 
with heavy metal rock. 
In fact, many of the band's early 
;ongs were versions of blues songs by 
some of the big names In blues. 
A visual image of the four on stage In 
The time of day is also an important � , CD factor in planning a safe tan . According c . m to Morrow, the intensity of the sun is at � 
its peak and harmful ultraviolet rays are i;!1 
strongest between 1 1  a :m .  and 3 p . m .  ;. 
"The best thing to do is avoid ex- 3 
posure at those times or be very f 
careful , "  Morrow said . � 
When out in the brighLsunlight, eyes :ti 
need protection as much protection as i'. 
the rest of the body . Sunglasses are � 
eyes' best protection .  ! 
Although there are hundreds of :;:: 
sunglasses to choose from , most fall into ::... 
three different types : polarized, reflec- i ca tive and very dark lenses . 
Dr . Norman Berkheimer, a Mattoon 
optometrist, said that sunglasses should 
block out 95 percent of the incoming 
ultraviolet rays . 
"The darker lenses you get, the bet­
ter ,"  Berkheimer said . 
"The most important part of treating 
sunburn is keeping it clean ; "  Heath 
said . Heath recommends that sunburn 
victims wash the skin well in a 
shower- not a bathtub , which does not 
provide fresh , circulating water- and 
apply a cold compress if needed. 
"Don't use any hotne remedies that 
aren't sterile because the ·burn can 
become infected ,"  Heath said . 
As the old adage says, an ounce of 
prevention is worth a pound of 
cure-so the safest way to avoid a sun­
burn is to take the proper precautions 
before getting one . 
an empty Royal Albert Hall in London 
enters the mind as Zep jams a sound 
rehearsal doing up Willie Dixon's "I 
Can't Quit You Baby . "  . 
Coda exudes all facets of Zeppelin : 
from Plant's contorted vocal range and 
masterful harmonica to Page's guitar 
genius to Bonham's and bass player 
John Paul Jones' rhythm and b�at 
which ultimately holds it all together. 
Side two captures Zeppelin in the 
later years, when the band was never 
satisfied until it had spanned-the musical 
spectrum to the extreme5. 
Three studio cuts done while Zep­
pelin was recording In Through the Out 
[,)oor, which didn't make it on the 1979 
release, appear on . Coda. "Ozone 
Baby" probably got the most radio air . 
play of any song on Coda . "Darlene" 
and "Wearing and Tearing" also give a 
good taste of the late Zeppelin sound 
With Jones' experienced ke!i{board 
work. 
The climax comes · 1n the final tribute 
to Bonham In a 1976 studio cut, 
"Bonzo's Montreux."  The percussionist 
'shows why he was one of the best, do­
ing his stuff on the drum orchestra mix­
ed with Page's electronic mastering. 
Even as musical tastes continue to 
change through the '80s, Led Zeppelin 
has lost no altitude . Rumor of a reunion 
. tour after the three remaining me.mbers 
jammed at last summer's LiveAid 
benefit has even been hinted at: 
Coda proves that Zeppelin lives on In 
Its music. A quote from the writings of 
IJ .R.R. Tolkien , which were a heavy in­fluence In much of Zeppelin's work, 
sums up the legacy: "The Road Goes . 
Ever On. "  And into Infinity. 
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Dynasty Inn 
Tonight's Special 
St. Pauli Girl Imports 
Light and Dark 
$1 . 00 bottle 
- 35th Annual 
GREEK SING. 
- Sunday, April 13th. 
- l :OO pm. 
- McAFEE GYM. 
- 50¢ STUDENTS 
- 51.00 ADULTS. 
- EVERYONE IS 
WELCO 
orral offets rides-and more 
same as the Cartwrights' 
Corral does provide plenty 
enthusiasts to enjoy an 
seasoned in the saddle to 
one-hour ride could be the 
g weekend . 
of Arcola on Rt. 45 , .the RK 
ately owned acres of forest 
, manager Bill Pope said . 
ustomers with a traditional 
typical ranch hand . In fact , 
arvin Meadows lived in the 
forced them to move into 
inly doesn't feature fancy 
rairies , there are several 
ater around which to ride 
working at the RK Corral 
"mostly college business , "  
m e  i n  o n  the weekeflds . "  
riding,  the R K  C orral pro­
' recently renovated round 
hayrides , Pope said . 
gets aroun d  60-80 patron s  
i s  open year round . 
s, and some are more ex-
for the first-time and for 
id . RICK STUCKEY I Staff photographer 
58 
... ... ... 
co CD CD 
ounts for scout groups ,  
more may make reserva­
cannot make reservations, 
basis of "first come , first 
Opposite page, RK Corral  manager B i l l  Pope tends to two 
palominos. The horses are two of 20 which the stables have 
avai lable for riders. This page, assistant manager Marvi n 
Meadows adjusts the sti rrup for rider Marcie Ridgeway, whi le 
Dan McCormack looks on .  Meadows has been working at the 
RK C{• rral for fou r  years. 
now has 20 horses to ride ,  a bit of  a wait while other riders return . go.  
breeds . But once the horses come back , all you have to do For more information on the RK Corral , call (2 1 7) . 268-37 1 7 .  
weather , there may be is climb on the saddle , put your feet in the stirrups and 
liii���������������������� · - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1 
345-1 441 Grand THE345-1 441 ld8� 0 · . u1a2� 
aea SHOP pen1ng ,, aeaSHOP 
Break the 
Pizza Habit 
at 
Linco ln - Charleston - (across from White Hen) 
Monday 4/7 /86-Su nday 4/1 3/86 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I Sirloin Stockade I I I IN A MONTH OF MOVIES 
1 st prize: Rent  30 movies FREE 
2nd prize: Rent  1 5  movies FREE 
3 rd prize: Rent  7 movies FREE r- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ----, 
1 Entry Form for Drawing 4/1 3/86 1 �on-
ICE I No purchase necessary I I h u rs I NAME I 2 for 1 
I ADDRESS I 
I I 
I PHONE I 
I I ti I AGE I L---------------- -----J 
I 
• •  
I 
-Sunday Night-Student SP.ecial- I I 
I 
I 
• • 
I 
I 
- I 
F REE 
SALAD 
BAR'· $ 1 .29 Value I I I 
1 (with Meal) 
1 Just Bring Your E.l .a •. · 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
80 1 W .  L inco l n  : 
3 4 5 -3 1 1 7 I 
open Dai l y  I I -9 1 
Mon-Sat 10 .a.m .-1 1 p .m.  Sunday Noon-1 1 p .m.  I . Student l .D.  . 5-9 p . m .  Only I 
� - � - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -· 
Interested in writing a feature story 
for the Verge? 
Stop by 
The Daily E_astern News 
or call 28\lf 
and ask for . Diana or.Craig. 
' , . · .  
... -
B\ . 
61: Secondhand from page 1 �1 years, "  Adams said . themselves are Goodwill and the Salva-:: \ "It's all about what (price) you can tion Army. - } find something for and what you can Goodwill Industries, 622 Jackson 
� / sell it for, " she said . _ _ -Ave . , has prices ranging from $ 1 . 19 to � .  Adams said the number of -youths $4.69, with vintage wear priced higher, 
!t I who come in her store �re increasing .  store manager Kathy Bradford said . 
; : "People come in' looking for jewelry Goodwill began on the eas.t side of :! ' the most ,"  Adams said , who purchases Charleston about seven years ago. · It � most of her items from estates and auc- later moved to the uptown square in 
'i tions . order to have more room for merchan­
w Lik-Nu is open from 10 a . m .  to 4 dise , Bradford said . ==- p . m .  Mon_day through Saturday . "We cater for the college-age and the '! Second Hand Rose Furniture and average , middle-class townspeople , "  
� Rummage Shop, R . R .  1 ,  has it�s Bradford said . j. ranging from 50 cents to $200, owner Items. are sent to Terre Haute to be 
• Della Rose Tarrant said . · priced. Then they are brought to =: /  "We had a rummage sale and did real Charleston on Monday morning to be 
� well so we decided to run a shop to sup- sold , Bradford said . 
plement our retirement, which was The items Goodwill . receives are 
.about four and a half years ago," Tar- donated, usually after the donors have 
. rant said . - had rummage sales ,  Bradford said . 
"We feature furniture and appliances, Goodwill is open from 9 a . m .  to 5 
figurines, dishes, lawn mowers, bicycles p . m .  Monday through Saturday, but is _ 
and concrete yard ornaments," _ she closed from noon to 1 p . m .  Thursday 
said . and Saturday . 
Second Hand Rose is open from 10 The Salvation Army Citadel , 1 15 
a . m .  to 4 p . m .  Monday through Satur- Sixth St. , has items ranging from 25 
day. cents to $20-30 for used furniture , 
Treasure Island, 620 W. State St. , volunteer Pat Knollenberg said . 
has clothing ranging from 50 cents to $5 The clothing usually costs between $ 1  
and furniture from $ 5  t o  about $ 1 , 200, t o  $2 , with newer clothing between $3 
sales clerk Martha Waggle said . to $5, Knollenberg said . 
"It opened on Oct . 1 ,  1985, so right . - "The college kids like our old-time 
now the profits are going back into the . clothing, but we get about any age 
business, "  Waggle said . aroup, "  Knollenberg said . 
The clothing is donated and the fur- "We get our items by donations- and 
niture is gotten at auctions, she said . we could use more , "  Knollenberg add-
Treasure Island's hours are 10 a . m .  ed.  
to 5 p.m.  - Monday through Saturday The Salvation Army is  open from 10 
and 10 a . m .  to 7 p . m .  on Thursday . a . m .  tp 5 p . m .  Monday through Satur-
"We are a cheap store to help the day . 
citizens of Charleston and if we can't use Regardless of what you're looking 
it, it goes to the Applachians ,"  Waggle for, if you find an item you like in one of 
said . these stores,  shop quick . There may not 
Two places whose proprietors aren't be a third chance to buy it . . 
interested in profit motives for 
By TIM LEE 
Staff writer 
Sally Field may have just sealed the 
nomination as "America's favorite ac­
tress" with her charming portrayal of a 
divorced mother of one in "Murphy's 
Romance" . 
Field has graced the �ilver screen as a 
schizophrenic in "Sybil , "  a fun-loving 
country girl opposite Burt Reynolds in 
"Smokey and the Bandit" and a widow­
ed cotton farmer in "Places in the 
Heart . "  But in none of her movies has 
she shown the ability to mix light humor 
with h1.?artfelt-acting like she does in 
"Murphy's Romance . "  
But Field was not the only one topp­
ing a best previous film performance . 
She was joined by James Garner, 
whose portrayal of Murphy, an eccen­
tric , small Western - town drugstore 
owner was probably his best ever and 
definitely head-and-shoulders above his 
role in "Tank ."  
Field arrives in  Garner's hometown 
with a teenage son , and must raise the 
boy and make a living training horses in 
a town that is set in its ways. / 
She meets Garner, a widower, one 
day when she walks into his old­
fashioned store to have a banana split 
and ponder her troubles. Garner , 20 
years Field's senior and the stereotypical 
grandfather (stubborn , set in his ways 
9 
and a bit of a philosopher) 
fer his subtle advice to -an u 
This is the beginning of a 
perfect relationship . 
Everything goes well in 
the stars begin to move cl 
and marriage seems on the 
she begins to get her life 
out. 
Then one day her ex-h 
up and asks to move in 
couple of days."  
The ex-husband, a man 
as Field , but acts half t 
begins to play off his son's f 
to get Field to marry him a 
Field tries to repel the 
and debt-ridden man but 
to act the part of a bad cold 
to leave . Only a deep 
past can finally pull him 
Field's home and leave 
Field to continue building a 
For all those who enjoy 
witty and humorous love 
phy's Romance" may be t 
you'll see all year . 
Recreational Bones return from tour, play at 'ho 
By SHEILA HESS Recently , the Bones have been breaking out of the 
Staff writer confines of central lllinois , with performances around 
One of the most popular rock 'n' roll bands from this the Midwest . The band just completed a tour that 
area will be playing once again at 10 p . m .  Saturday at began in Memphis and ended in Chicago. -
the Top of Roc's. 
-
The Bones plan to make another Midwestern and 
It's known as the Recreational Bones and consists of Southern tour in the near future , Thompson said . 
four members: lead singer and harmonica player Gary In February, the group· recorded a single in 
Hicks, bass player Wade Iverson, drummer Ronnie Chicago,  on which it performed "TJ'te Word" and 
Jo):lnson, and the guitar player �esponsible for putting "Fishin"' with the intent of generating more publicity , 
the band together, Eric Thompson . . he added. 
Most of the Bones' music is original, .although it Johnson noted that the band would much rather be 
does play covers from such varied performers as Jerry on the road touring and playing for different au­
Lee Lewis, the Fabulous Thunderbirds, Led Zeppelin diences. This semester, the band has played in 
and Creem, Iverson said . Charleston only twice . 
Thompson writes the original music and comes up The band members each said they'd had some 
with most of the ideas and Hicks provides the lyrics, he musical background which helped produce an in­
said . However, the band members agreed they each dividu-al �tyle . 
contribute equally on their own instruments, creating Thompson has played guitar since his senior year in 
th�band's unique sound. high school . Prior to forming Recreational Bones, he 
·'4'�.-•• •••••• • • •  -.. . .. . . . . . . . . .... -.. . . ... . 
played in the band DUI . 
Hicks has been in bands since 
Johnson has played the ·drums since 
and Iverson began playing the ac 
senior year before taking up the bass 
Right now, the band is happy with 
it's made and the response it's recelvi 
He added that the only gripe the band 
is that they don't like being stereo 
they are-they are simply a rock 'n' roll 
"We love playing live because you 
anything. If people would go and see 
Charleston they'd see there's a lot to be 
And there isn't much to be said a 
the b�nd's unique-sounding name. 
"It has no deep philosophical m 
say anything about our music. It 
however one wants to interpret It," 
came up with the name one night at a 
I LET CAESAR'S PUT A \· I SL/CEiNYOURLIFE i 
: . : 1.ARGE 2 INGREDIENTS : Package Cocktail Hour ., ' Fri. & Sat. • • 
: PIZZA & I • • 
i A QUART OF COKE i 
! . . . .. " - : • . •1 .95 ! 
I '  . �- • - •· • .• - .  "· . -�- 6.JAC ?DJ/A · · - I ' �:_�: "': • � _. .• _· e1¥ir �,,.,.,. . , 
.. . .. . . . . . . . .. ..... . . . . .  _ . . . . . . . ..•. • •  � _ ,· 
All can 6 pks. 
in stock • • 231 
3:00 · 6:00 p. m. 
EVERYDA Y 
Apri/ 1 1·, 12th 
soe 
' 1 6 oz DRAFTS 
8-c/ose 
·so� Rall Sours and Collins and wine for la 
at main bar. 
BANDS: Friday - party w/Hunting Sleeves ; .,. Sat - Recreational Bones 
Keg Del ivery Service 345-51 1 7  
Pronography is unevenly 
satirized in this all-star ac­
count of a numphet ( Ewa 
Aulin) and her bizarre 
misadventures. Richard 
Burton,  Marlon Brando , James 
Coburn , Walter Matthau, 
Ringo Star. 
1 7-0ne- Day at a Time 
38-Jimmy Swaggart 
Midnight 
1 7-News 
38-Fame 
Saturday 
7:00 P-1'.1'1-
. 2-Gimme A Break 
3, 1 0-Crazy Like A Fox 
S-Sanford and Son 
9-Movie: "Marshal of 
Madrid. "  ( 1 97 1 )  TV-movie 
compiled from "Cade's 
County" episodes involving a 
Chicano murder suspect and 
an ex-con who thinks he's 
Billy the Kid. 
1 2-Avengers 
1 7  ,38-Aedd Foxx 
7:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Facts of Life 
1 7  ,38-Benson 
8:00 p.m. 
2-Golden Girts 
3, 1 0-Movie:  "A Touch of 
Scandal" could n.iin the 
career and marriage of a 
politician if an investigation 
into a male prostitute's murder 
reveals that she was his lover. 
1 2-Movie: "Madame Curie . "  
( 1 943) Distinguished story of 
the obstacles faced by the 
Curies, which led to the 
discovery of radium. 
1 7  ,38-Mr. & M rs.  Ryan 
8:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-All Is Forgiven 
9:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Remington Steele 
9-News 
1 7 , 38-Love Boat 
· 9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Twilight Zone 
1 2-Good Neighbors 
· 38-Entertainment This Week 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
5-Night Track Chartbusters 
1 7-News 
1 0:30 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Saturday Night Live 
3-Movie: 'The Midnight 
Man . "  ( 1 974) Complex 
suspense yarn , with Burt 
Lancaster as a college 
security guard investigating a 
series of bizarre campus 
murders. 
9-l.,ifestyles of the Aich and 
Famous 
1 0-Benny Hil l  
1 7-Star Games 
HE Y/./. YO<J ClllV'TS 
ARREST MEE:Z. YA 
C�EEP! I 'IVIJ.ES 1� 
)"Ja AllS OL.DS / 
I 
weu. , 1  wA & WrlEAI J 
CA JhS J AI HERSS , 6 VTS 
N()W 1 60TS A BOTTLE 
o� 7 � DL.D w1 s 1<E'fS 
I /II M ff'l.!  
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 0-Dukes of Hazzard 
38-Movie :  "Little Fauss and 
Big Halsy . "  ( 1 970) Robert 
Redford and Michael J .  
Pollard play rootless, oddly 
matched motorcycle racers 
roaming the American 
Southwest. 
1 1 :1 5  p.m. 
5-Night Tracks 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
9-Police Story 
1 7-Movie: "C . H . O . M . P . S . "  
( 1 979) Whimsical tale about a 
bionic canine created by a 
young computer whiz to ward 
off burglars. 
Su nday 
3:30 p.m. 
9-Movie: "The Great Race. "  
( 1 965) Blake Edwards 
directed this slapstick farce, 
with Tony Curtis and Jack 
Lemmon as rivals in a 1 908 
road race from New York to 
Paris. 
1 2-This Old House 
1 ?-Community 1 7 
4:00 p.m. 
1 2-Victory Garden 
1 7--0utdoors with tony Dean 
38-Voyagers 
· 
4:30 p.m. 
2-Super Chargers 
1 2-Frugal Gourmet 
1 5-Home Sweet Home: Still 
the American Dream 
1 7-Wild Kingdom 
5:00 p.m. 
2-Sportsman's Friend/Harold 
Ensley 
3 , 1 0-News 
1 2-Wild America 
1 5-Jeffersons 
1 7 , 38-Fame 
5:05 p.m. 
5-Gunsmoke 
5:30 p.m. 
2, 1 0 , 1 5-News 
3-Babe Winkelman's Good 
Fishing 
1 2-Wildlife Safari 
6:00 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Fathers and Sons 
3, 1 0-60 Minutes 
1 2-Austin City Limits 
1 7 , 3 8-Disney Movie 
6:05 p.m. 
5-Wrestling 
6:30 p.m. 
·2 , 1 5-Punky Brewster 
9-Movie: "The Amazing 
Dobermans."  ( 1 976) Those 
five clever canines are back 
in this adventure yarn about a 
Federal agent's efforts to trap 
a racketeer. 
7:00 p.m. 
2, 1 5-Amazing Stories 
3, 1 0-Murder, She Wrote 
1 2-Nature 
7:05 p.m. 
5-National Geographic 
7 8  
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ACROSS 
1 Leave-taking 
6 Run off, orally 
lO Beldam 
13 " I t  Seems to 
Me" was his 
column 
14 Kind of earth 
15 Magni­
togorsk's river 
17 Battle of 
Saratoga site 
19 Six on a Vegas 
cube 
20 Reach for the 
stars 
66 Nautical 
fastener 
67 Challenge 
68 -- out 
(barely 
beaten) 
DOWN 
1 Network logo 
2 Lake in Italy 
3 Very quiet 
4 Eats l ike Fido 
5 Takes the 
queen 's 
shilling 
6 Highland 
hillside 
10 Suggestion to 
Baby 
1 1  Tumultuous 
12 Quebec 's 
scenic 
. peninsula 
16 Bottom or end 
ending 
1 8  Inflict 
22 Vaulting arch 
24 Courtroom 
admonition 
25 Egyptian 
cottons 
26 Hodgepodge 
28 Actress 
Kedrova 
36 Eclogue 
38 Ray Bolger 
specialty 
42 Like mint 
leaves in some 
j uleps 
43 Pitched in 
44 Bewildered 
47 -- Deco 
50 Flying 
machine 
5 1  Say suddenly 
52 Mouthing off 
53 Purview 
55 Castro's 
capital ' s  castle 
57 -- B ' rith 21 Drive-in 
personnel 
23 L�tin infinitive 
24 Cloys 
25 Diplomat 
7 It's 34° ,  for 
L . A .  
8 Betel nuts ' 
source 
32 Gershwin song 
34 How to proceed 
through a tulip 
bed 
58 Loudness unit 
6 1  Channel-
selector 
position 
62 T-man Linowitz 
27 Ankles 
29 Recede 
30 Stout 
9 Chews out 35 Lass 
31 The three R ' s  
3 3  Catcher for 
Allie 
37 Billiard 
contact 
39 Oahu 
ornament 
40 Phillips U. site 
41 Pedestrian 
42 Honshu hurrah 
45 Essay 
46 Kind of cry 
48 First farmer 
49 Neighbor of 
Wis. 
50 Recondite 
54 Clammy 
56 Able to resile 
57 Renders 
obsessed 
59 Folk singer 
Tom 
60 impervious , in 
a way 
63. Approxi mately 
64 Part of a 
homer 
65 Rich or Dunne 
Explorer 
7:30 p.m. 
2 ,  1 5-Alfred Hitchcock 
Presents 
8:00 p.m. 
1 3  
1 7  
30 
37 
41  
2, 1 5-Movie:  Golly! Sixteen 
cast members of "The Andy 
Griffith Show" ( 1 960-68) 
"Return to Mayberry" in  this 
1 986 TV-movie. Andy comes 
back to visit Opie, and ex­
pectant father, and ends up 
helping Barney in his bum­
bling campaign for sheriff·. 
3, 1 0-Dream West 
1 2-Masterpiece Theater 
1 7  ,38-Movie:  Roger Moore 
is James Bond in "The Man 
with the Golden Gun . "  ( 1 974)  
This time, 007 is off to  the 
Far Easl to foil a plot to 
monopolize solar-energy 
power. 
8:30 p.m. 
9-0dd Couple 
.2 3 4 5 
See page 1 1  A for answers 
9:00 p.m. 
9-News 
1 2-Murder Most English 
9:05 p.m. 
5-Sports Page 
9:30 p.m. 
9-INN News 
9:35. p.m. 
5-Jerry Falwell 
1 0:00 p.m. 
2 , 3 ,  1 0 , 1 5 , 1 7-News 
9-Tales From The Darkside 
1 2-Yes Minister 
1 0:1 5 p.m. 
1 0-News 
_1 0:30 p.m. 
2-Black Sheep Squadron 
3, 1 0-Star Trek 
9-Lou Grant 
1 2-lllinois Press 
1 5-Movie: "Little Ladies of 
the Night. " ( 1 9 7 7 )  The seamy 
world of teen-age prostitutes 
is explored in this TV-movie 
about an unhappy girl whose 
troubled home life drives her 
to the streets. 
1 7-News 
38-Lifestyles of the Riqh and 
Famous 
-
1 0:35 p.m. 
5-John Ankerberg 
1 0:45 p.m. 
1 7-News 
1 1 :00 p.m. 
1 ?-Entertainment This Week 
1 1 :05 p.m. 
5-Jimmy Swaggart 
1 1 :30 p.m. 
2-Chartie's Angel 
3-To Be Announced 
9-Fame 
1 0-Tales From The Darkside 
38-Movie:  "Ghost Story . "  
( 1 98 1 ) Fred Astaire, Melvyn 
Douglas, Douglas Fairbanks 
Jr. and John Houseman as 
long-time friends bound 
together by a long-kept 
secret. 
Small '�,hange' 
)� .. ;::: .. �- i'. 
can turn into 1. ·,1 ·: · >  
good rilbney 
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I Tracking down sourc 
not easy task for repo 
I By LARRY PETERSON . � Staff writer agent said . eating lunch there right now . "  
! Tracking down sources i s  just another part of any � reporter's job,  but some times are more memorable 
� than others . Take Monday, fo{instance . 
� I'd been assigned to write a precede for Wedn�s­
� day's Union Board Sean Morey performance . I was ; trying to think of an interesting peg on the story , in­
� stead of a publiG relations angle . 
� Just when I'd quickly run out of ideas and decided I-. � was stuck with a loser story, my good friend and fellow 
reporter Cam suggested I talk to Morey himself .  
"What a great idea,") thought. 
"We'll make a Newser out of you yet ,"  Cam said . 
But how to get ahold of him? · 
No problem .  Just call the UB.  
So I called fhe UB and a nice man named Denis 
Hanna gave mP. the phone number of Morey's agen­
cy . Great, we're rockin' now . . 
A phone call to the agency Jed to a phone call to 
Morey's agent, who gave me the number of Indiana 
University-Kokomo, where Morey had playeq Mon-
d� n��- . '  
"But it's a long shot. He's probably already left, " the 
The agent was right; Morey had already left to go to 
lunch and wouldn't be returning, the ever-so-pleasant 
IU-K secretary said . 
I asked the secretary where he .went to lunch and 
she said she couldn't tell me. 
"C'mon , this is The Daily Eastern News . "  
"Oh, all right; "  she said . "He went to the 'A-Wong 
House' in Kokomo. "  
Isn't it just amazing how much weight The Daily 
Eastern News' na111e carries? 
When she gave me the phone number, I was set . 
After I finally figured put how to use the out of state 
WATS line,  a very oriental-sounding voice answered 
the phone . 
"A-Wong House . "  
"May I speak to  Sean Morey?" 
. "Preeze speak mole swoly ,"  he said . 
I am in very deep trouble , I thm•ght. This guy pro­
bably speaks no English . 
"This is Larry Peterson from The Daily Eastern 
News . I need to speak to Sean Morey,  the comedian . "  
" H e  not here . "  
"No, he doesn't work there-he's a customer. He's 
"He Chinese?" 
"No. "  
A t  this point, I figured it was all over. 
"What he look like?" he asked. 
I had no idea what he looks like . Then 
lying by the phone bank. 
"He's got short, black hair , maybe a 
"We got guy with black haah . He is wit 
I had no idea . This was starting to 1 
figured there were a lot qf guys with bla 
lunch at the "A-Wong House" with a wo 
"What his name?" he asked.  
· "Sean Morey. "  
"Moley,  Moley, Moley," the man said . 
Even if he was there , I figured no one 
to "Moley,  Moley, Moley ."  
A few seconds later, "This is  Sean Mo 
Incredulous , I was truly amazed. 
"This is Larry Peterson of The Daily E 
· "How the hell did you get ahold of me 
restaurant in Kokomo, Ind .?" 
"It's a long story . "  
' 
/ 
HELD OVER 2nd WEEK ! M C: Just when you think you've llrp1.tV S 
He fought his first battle on tile 
Scottish Highlands in 1 536. 
found the right guy, som�one 
R 
'eJ 
even wor�e comes along. - omance Sally Field James Garner , 
COLUMBIA PICTURES 
FRl./SAT. NITE 7:15 AND 9:20 I SAT./SUN.  MAT. 2:1 5 PM 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY N ITE 7:1 5 O NLY -�--- - - -
RUN FOR COVER! 
.dB&r . �i. .. 1i�·\� .· FRl./SAT. NITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 I SAT ./SUN .  MAT. 2:1 0 PM 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY N ITE 5:1 0 AND 7:1 
For everyone who's ever been 
deeply in Love or  deep ly in Debt.  
bEY 
PIT 
A UNIVERSAL PICTURE IPGI 
FRl./SAT. 5:00 • iioo ·- 9:00 I SAT ./SUN.  MAT. 2:00 PM 
SUNDAY THRU THURSDAY N ITE 5:00 AND 7:00 
. Her dream was to 
coach high school football. 
Her nightmare was 
Central High. 
G O L D I E  H AW N  
� 
FRl ./SAT. NITE 5:05 • 7:05 • 9:05 / SAT./SUN. MAT. 2:05 PM 
SUNDAY THRU THU RSDAY N ITE 5:05 AND 7:05 
• 
Nc:w liM ( in<ma 1n A�\oc1at1on with Sm4rt E 99 Picture\ Pre\ent!. d Sno J •lm\ Proouc lton 
C RITTERS . Stomng DEE WALLACE STONE • M. E MM E l  WALSH • BILLY GRllN BUSH • SCO T T  GRIMES • NADINE VAN 
OON OPPEA AND TERRENCE MANN · Dire ctor of PhotOCjrOOtly TIM SUHRS T E O T . MU\1( Ov DA.VIO NEW 
Assoc1ote Product:r SARA RISHE R . Scru:no1ay Oy DOMONK MUIR d n O  ST E PHEN HERO: 
E aecut1vt Produc er ROBE R T  SHAY( . PrOOuced Ov RUPE R T HARVE Y  • Oire c 1e o  o.., STfPHEN t-l(lil:fl 
PG·l31NMJITl�T CA� �  
· ---w-. .. ..__ a. ...... -d. 
,,_, J1! New UH C-
FRl ./SAT. N ITE 5:1 0 • 7:1 0 • 9:1 0 I SAT./SU N.  MAT. 
SUNDAY THI  U THU RSDAY NITE 5�1 0  AND 7: .  
